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The Weathere
Today: Rain showers, 48°F (9°C)
Tonight: Showers possible, 32°F (0°C)
Tomorrow: Wet snow, 35°F (2°C)
Details, Page 2
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Percentage Change in Tuition and Self-Help

Tuition to Exceed

$20,000 Next Year

Il Percentage Change in Self-Help Level
8% "-l

Tuesday, March 8,1994

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139

Volume 114, Number 12

D Percentage Change in Tuition

5.8%o Increase 2nd Lowest in 24 Years

7%

The Institute announced an
increase in tuition from $19,000 to
$20,100 for the 1994-95 academic
year. This 5.8 percent increase is the
second lowest in the past 24 years.
The nominal self-help level will
also rise 7.7 percent, increasing
$550 to $7,650 next year.
With an additional 3 percent
increase in average housing and dining costs, the total cost of attending
MIT tops out at $26,075, a 5.1 percent increase over this year's figure.

growth [of tuition] even further,"
Vest said. "Continuing to slow the
growth of tuition is a key goal of the
Institute, and we continue to reduce
other expenditures to make this possible."
Vest emphasized that financial
aid will continue to be available to
help students meet their full need, as
determined by the Student Financial
Aid Office.
MIT will also continue to reduce
the self-help requirements for students from families of very low
income by as much as $3,500.

These increases were approved

Vest nnted that besides tuition,

By Ifung Lu
ASSOCIA TENEWSEDITOR
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the only other primary sources of
revenue for the Institute are federal
and industrial research funds and
private support, such as gifts and

by MIT trustees last Thursday.
Vest believes that it is important
that tuition should increase only
modestly in the effort to deal with
financial challenges faced by MIT.
"I wish that we could slow the

Tuition, Page 16

Speaker Discusses
Homophobia Issues
by the broad response of the groups
in the Interfraternity Council and he

By Daniel C. Stevenson
ASSOCIA TE NEWS EDITOR

"Homophobia is a devastating

"was excited that an honest, eye-

and insidious form of oppression," opening discussion took place."
The talk satisfied part of the
said author and gay activist Warren
sanction imposed against LCA after
J. Blumenfield at a talk last night in
several members spray painted a
Roorn 10-250.
"Homophobia, as well as many- derogatory slogan about "queers" on
the sidewalk in front of the Tau
forms of oppression, is pervasive
Epsilon Phi fraternity house last fall.
throughout the entire society, and
because of that it is not our fault...
hatred
we must accept responsibility for it Homophobia as fear and
to
audience
To introduce the
within ourselves," Blumenfield said.
played
Blumenfield's talk, called Homo- homophobia, Blumenfield
pihobia: How We Ali Pay the Price, several messages he had received on
his answering machine. "AIDS is a
was sponsored by Gays, Lesbians,
Bisexuals, and Friends at MIT, the great disease," one caller said,
Interfraternity Council, and Lambda because it weeds out the homosexuChi Alpha as part of Bisexual, Gay, als. Other callers shouted epithets at
Blumenfield and threatened vioLesbian Awareness Days.
lence against him.
Blumenfield discussed his perBlumenfield played the tape, he
sonal struggle with homophobia and
said, to show "what it's like for
presented several ways to combat
homophobia in the form of a some of us who are out in public."
Homophobia is "the fear and
"homework" assignment (See "15
Ways to Combat Homophobia," hatred of those who love and sexually desire those of the same sex,"
page 16).
"I hope that the people that are Blumenfield said, including "prejuhere have a greater understanding of dice, discrimination, harassment,
the issues of homophobia in our and acts of violence brought on by
society and take those ideas back to that fear and hatred."
Blumenfield had several memtheir living groups," said Neal H.
Dorow, assistant dean and adviser bers of the audience act out a scefor fraternities, sororities, and inde- nario in which a gay student disclospendent living groups.
Homophobia Page 17
Dorow said that he was pleased

Vest Names CMRAE Review Panel
cussion about this particular case has begun to

Bfy Jeremy Hylton

L

CHAIRMAN_

strain collegiality" and because similar deci-

Professor of Economics Peter A. Diamond
PhD '63 will head a five-member ad hoc faculty committee appointed by President Charles
M. Vest to determine if the decision to close
the Center for Materials Research in Archaeology and Ethnology was properly made.
Provost Mark S. Wrighton decided to close
the center in June, prompting the center's
director, Professor Heather N. Lechtman, to
write a 28-page pamphlet criticizing the decision-making process.
In his charge to the committee, Vest said
that he appointed the committee because "dis-

sions to close laboratories and centers will be
made in the future.
The committee will talk about the progress
of its review at the March faculty meeting,
according the Vest's charge.
The members of the committee are: Diamond, Institute Professor and Professor of
Physics Jerome I. Friedman, Assistant Professor of Physics Jacqueline N. Hewitt PhD '86,
Professor of History Pauline R. Maier, and Professor Earll M. Murman, head of the Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics.
Vest consulted with Faculty Chair Robert L.

---

--

INSIDE

Jaffe, professor of physics, before appointing
the committee.

s

n IFCJudComm issues
community relations
Page 13
convictions.

CMRAE, Page 15
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Center will close at the
Page 12
end of June.

Wrighton's committee biased, Lechtman says
When Wrighton reviewed the CMRAE's
budget early last year, he appointed a committee to review the excellence of the center's
research. That committee's findings led
Wrighton to conclude "that future excellence
would hinge on being more than subcritical in
size and that a graduate program was essential
to realizing excellence," he said.
But there was no support for a graduate pro-
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Court Rules Parody Can Be Exempt =i
Clinton s Choice is Cutler
From Copyright Law
For White House Counsel
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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THE WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON

The Supreme Court, ruling on a rap version of the rock classic
"Oh, Pretty Woman," Monday enhanced the ability of writers of parodies to exploit original songs.
For the first time, the justices clearly stated that parody can be
exempted from copyright law.
The unanimous ruling helps the rap group 2 Live Crew defend a
copyright infringement claim and benefits Mark Russell, the Capitol
Steps and other groups that make their living by setting their political
criticism to well-known melodies.
Numerous such parodists, including the Harvard Lampoon and
Mad Magazine, had joined with the American Civil Liberties Union
and several television networks to submit "friend of the court" briefs
urging the justices to side with 2 Live Crew against Acuff-Rose
Music. Acuff-Rose holds the copyright to the late Roy Orbison's
"Oh, Pretty Woman."
"This is a great ruling," said William C. Lane, lawyer for the
Capitol Steps. The court rejected the argument that commercial parodists should have to seek permission from copyright holders to use
their songs. "It's hard to get permission because nobody likes to be
made fun of," he said. By definition, a parody imitates an original
work for comic effect or ridicule.

second time that Clinton has turned
to a prominent Washington insider
THE WASHINGTON POST
to help bail him out of trouble. Last
WASHINGTON
spring, reeling over a series of staff
President Clinton is trying to problems and legislative difficulties,
Clinton recruited David Gergen, a
persuade Lloyd N. Cutler to serve as
White House counsel, turning to a veteran of three Republican White
well-known Washington figure who Houses, as a senior adviser.
Clinton, at a news conference
held the same job in the Carter
administration to help quiet the Monday, said he wanted "someone
of unquestioned integrity and a lot
uproar over White House ethics.
of experience in dealing with the
Administration officials said
over the weekend that they were kinds of issues that have to come
searching for a "Lloyd Cutler" type, into the White House" and "someand Monday tried to make that wish one who will inspire confidence in
become reality. Sources said late me and in you, the press, and most
Monday that Cutler and White importantly, in the American peoHouse officials were trying to work ple, that we are going the extra mile
out the terms of his appointment.
... to deal with all matters in the
If they can reach agreement, a appropriate way."
formal announcement could be
Fifteen years ago, Cutler came to
made as early as Tuesday. But even the aid of another Democratic
if Cutler, 76, decides not to join the
administration, when President
Carter tapped him to replace Atlanta
administration, the effort to recruit
him underscores the severity of the
lawyer Robert J. Lipschutz, who
problems White House officials was criticized for being over his
have created for themselves in their head in the delicate iob of White
handling of the Whitewater affair.
House counsel.
Among the issues being dis"We were in the process of trycussed was Cutler's insistence that ing to strengthen our staff and Lloyd
he be regarded as counsel to the brought his connections with the
Office of the Presidency and not Hill and the Washington establishClinton's personal attorney.
ment," said Jody Powell, who was
If the negotiations are successCarter's press secretary. "He was a
ful, Cutler would replace Bernard real help."
Nussbaum, who submitted his resigLike Clinton and his wife
nation Saturday after an ill-starred
Hillary, Cutler is a graduate of Yale
tenure in which he was repeatedly
Law School. But in an administracriticized inside and outside the tion of Baby Boomers and TwenWhite House for lacking the kind of tysomethings, Cutler would be a
political judgment required of a grandfatherly figure. He was admitlawyer in the counsel's post.
ted to the bar six years before ClinCutler is one of the best-known ton was born.
members of the Washington legal
Over the years, Cutler has been
community and a veteran of deal- described as "the ultimate Washingings with Congress and the press.
ton lawyer" and a "Washington gray
Cutler's arrival would mark the eminence," the kind of man outsider
By Ruth Marcus
and Dan Baiz

Militant U.S. Jews
May Not Be Welcome in Israel
THE WVAStINGTON POST
NEW YORK

From ifts office tucked among yeshivas and apartment buildings in
a heavily Orthodox stretch of Ocean Parkway in Brooklyn, Kahane
Chai calls on every Jew to emigrate to Israel.
"I don't believe the Jews in America will be able to live here forever," Kahane Chai leader Mike Guzofsky said, asserting that Jews

"have been kicked out of 56 lands, lands they've been quite comfortable in and quite prosperous in. I believe that America, God forbid,
will soon become that 57th land."
But Israel may close its doors to members of the movement that
spawned Baruch Goldstein.
Immigration Absorption Minister Yair Tsaban recommended last
week that American Jews active in Kahane Chai, Kach and the Jewish Defense League be barred from entry.

Pentagon Bans Smoking
In the Workplace
THE WASHINGTON POS_
WASHINGTON

Pentagon officials said Monday that smoking will no longer be
permitted in the military workplace, a move described by anti-smoking activists as the most comprehensive ban ever imposed by a federal agency or business.
Other federal agencies and businesses have taken similar stands,
but none with such far-reaching effects. Pentagon officials said Monday the smoking ban will affect 2.6 million uniformed and civilian
personnel in hundreds of installations worldwide.
Under the new policy, smoking will be totally banned inside all
Defense Department offices and anywhere else that meets the definition of a workplace, whether it is the inside of a tank, airplane or helicopter, officials said. Smoking will still be permitted, however, in
designated areas of military barracks, family housing, clubs, recreational areas, restaurants and prison quarters.
The Pentagon had already been moving toward tougher rules on
smoking. In 1986, the department placed some restrictions on smoking, though smokers could still light up in private offices, designated
restrooms and hallways and in smoking areas of restaurants. The services have followed suit, with the Navy last fall instituting a virtual
ban on smoking below the decks of Navy ships.

By Ralph Vartabedian
LOS ANGELES TIMES

WASHINGTON

More Snow Possible Midweek
_

This winter offically became the snowiest on record at Boston at
5:40 a.m. last Friday morning as we exceeded the old record of 89.2
inches set 46 years ago. With still some 7 weeks of potentially
"snowabiy cold weather" to go, we stand a good chance of adding
record
more to
,, our
ourw
,u= total.
,,u.,,
t.a,.
The next event will be Wednesday and Thursday. Before then, a
cold front will slip past the area today. With the front, a few light
rain showers and aperiod of steady rain are possible. Behind the
front, cold advection will take over as a high builds into the region.
Meanwhile, a vigorous cyclone will take shape in the Gulf of Mexico
and head northeast.
The setup for this event favors a moderate to heavy wet snow
event (i.e. 4 or more inches). As was the case in the last event, the
track of the cyclone may permit warm air to arrive - changing the
wet snow to rain and sleet. Colder weather will follow at weeks end.
Today: Cloudy and mild with rain and rain showers. High 48°F
(9°C).
Tonight: Cloudy with a shower possible. Low 32°F (0°C).
Wednesday: Cloudy and cooler with wet snow developing.
High 35°F (2°C).
Wednesday night: Cloudy with wet snow, sleet, and/or rain.
Low30°F (-1°C).
Thursday: Cloudy with more snow, sleet, and/or rain. High 3035°F (-1 to2°C). Low26°F (-2°C).
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In recent years he has been a frequent contributor to the op-ed pages
of major newspapers. One of those
articles, written in 1987, caused an
uproar in liberal circles when he
came to the defense of Robert
Bork's nomination to the Supreme
Court and he was one of Bork's
strongest advocates during the fight
that killed the nomination.
Last year he promoted the nomination of Zoe Baird as attorney general, having been her mentor from
their days in the Carter administration. Cutler appeared on ABC's
"Nightline" to defend her even as
the White House was preparing to
withdraw her nomination.

Grumman Corp. for $1.9B

By Michael Morgan

I

Court.

Martin Marietta to Buy Out

WEATHER
STAFF METEROLOGIST

Ross Perot turned to in 1992 to give
him advice about government when
he was beginning to think about
running for president.
He has been an enormously successful lawyer in the firm of
Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering (where
he is now "of counsel") and when
he was practicing full time had a
long list of blue-chip corporate
clients, whom he helped guide
through the legislative and regulatory shoals of Washington.
But Cutler also developed a sizable reputation for promoting liberal
causes, for pro bono legal work and
for developing an interest and
expertise in governmental reform
and ethics issues.
Most recently, he was the lead
attorney who argued the case
against the constitutionality of the
Washington state term limits statute
and won the first round of the battle
when a federal district court judge
in Seattle ruled in his favor last
month in a battle that is expected
eventually to end up in the Supreme

I

--

In a swiftly negotiate:d deal that
would dramatically acc :elerate the
consolidation of the aerospace
industry, Martin Mariettai Corp. said
Monday that it will pay 1$1.9 billion
for Grumman Corp., a ftading Long
Island, N.Y., aircraft buil Rider undone
by the post-Cold War aerospace
bust.
The acquisition woi aid elevate
Martin to the top ranks of the U.S.
defense industry, with $1 3 billion in
annual sales, bringing it at least
even with better knoxwn rivals,
McDonnell Douglas (Corp. and
Lockheed Corp.
"What we have here iis a combination that will allow us to become
a formidable competitor in increasingly difficult times," Maartin Chairman Norman Augustine said Monday. "We have a team r nade up of
all gold medalists."
The deal marks the laltest chapter
of an industry consolida tion that is
fast creating a few mnonolithic
defense suppliers that wil11dominate
the global arms market and exert
new political clout.
In the process, dozen s of plants
and tens of thousands moire jobs will
be eliminated around th ie country.
Analysts estimated that tthe MartinGrumman merger would I eliminate
10,000 to 15,000 jobs in states from
Colorado to New Yor k, though
hard-hit California wouldi be spared
because neither companyy has large
operations there.
Martin has been amon g the most
aggressive buyers of othler companies in the past year, acqufiring Gen-

eral Electric's defense business concentrated in Pennsylvania and
agreeing to buy General Dynamics
space booster business in San
Diego.
Just a few years ago, Martin was
down the list of major contractors
and its emergence at the top demonstrates how rapidly the aerospace
industry is changing.
As Martin has increased its
clout, Grumman has seen its fortunes wither. Once the premier
builder of Navy carrier aircraft, the
company's airplane programs have
died one-by-one and last year it formally acknowledged that it was
exiting the business of building new
military airplanes.
Nonetheless, Grumman will give
Martin a strong position in the crucial market for aircraft modification
and updating, as well as leading
technology for airborne surveillance
systems that Grumman has recently
developed.
Grumman Chairman Renso
Caporali said Monday that the company faced a future in which it
would have increasing difficulty
competing against larger companies
and that it had sufficient size to
compete in only a few markets.
"What became apparent to us
was that the world was going to get
a lot tougher for people in our business and we were going to have to
make some changes," he said.
Under terms of the deal, Grumman shareholders would receive 55
per share, a 37 percent premium to
the company's price prior to the
announcement. Grumman shares
shot up 14\ to close at 54[ in trading
Monday, while Martin shares

gained 1\ to close at 46.
Against that backdrop, Caporali
said he met with Martin Chairman
Norman Augustine in Long Island a
month ago and set in motion the
merger that was formally approved
by the boards of both companies
Sunday.
Martin said it has arranged
financing of $2.4 billion, providing
a cushion for the $1.9 billion deal
that is meant to warn off potential
rivals that would start a bidding
war, according to Robert Paulson,
an aerospace consultant at McKinsey & Co. The two companies also
agreed to an accelerated timetable
that would close the deal in only
one month, making it difficult for an
outsider to mount a competing bid.
Augustine and Caporali, former
classmates in aeronautical engineering at Princeton University, said
they have not yet worked out the
details about which facilities may be
closed or even what Caporali's new
job will be.
Peter Aseritis, First Boston aerospace analyst, said the acquisition
would position Martin about even
with Lockheed and just behind
McDonnell Douglas in defense
sales. Martin would have $13 billion
in total sales, but only $9 billion of
that would be in defense.
McDonnell has about $i 0 billion
in defense sales, while Lockheed
has about $8.5 billion in defense
sales, Aseritis said. But Gary Reich
of Prudential Securities ranks Martin as the top defense companies by
a wide margin, based on its estimated contract awards. Martin has
93,000 employees and Grumman
18,000 employees.
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Fiske Implores Congress Not

V

To Hold Whitewater Hearings
By John M. Broder
and Michael Ross
LOSANGELES TIMES
WASHINGTON

;

With pressure mounting for congressional hearings into the Whitewater affair, independent counsel
Robert B. Fiske Jr. Monday
implored the legislative leadership
not to conduct such sessions
because they would "pose a severe
risk to the integrity" of his inquiry.
Fiske argued that Congress
would want to interview the same
witnesses, running the risk of "premature disclosures" and "tailored
testimony." He also said that congressional grants of immunity to
witnesses would seriously undermine his efforts to conduct a full
and impartial inquiry.
Democrats immediately brandished the Fiske plea as protection
from the rising tide of Republican
calls for open-ended Congressional
hearings into the legal and financial
dealings of President Clinton and
Hillary Rodham Clinton in

Arkansas and the behavior of the
administration during the current
investigation.
As Congress sparred over the
Whitewater investigation, officials
at the White House narrowed their
list of candidates for White House
counsel, with Lloyd N. Cutler, former counsel to President Carter,
and Harry C. McPherson Jr., who
served as counsel to former President Johnson, viewed as the leading
contenders. A final decision is
expected as early as today.
The appointee would replace
Bernard W. Nussbaum, who submitted his resignation on Saturday
after a series of missteps on Whitewater and other matters.
Late last week Fiske subpoenaed
nine current and one former administration official to produce testimony and records records related to
several meetings between White
House and Treasury Department
officials about the Whitewater case.
Acting White House general counsel Joel Klein instructed all White

THE WASHINGTON POST
CAIRO

Ir

Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat
and a senior aide to Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin sought
Monday to rescue the faltering Middle East peace talks in the first toplevel Palestinian-Israeli meeting
since a Jewish settler massacred
dozens of Palestinians at a mosque
in the West Bank Feb. 25.
The meeting between Rabin
adviser Jacques Neriah and Arafat,
head of the Palestine Liberation
Organization, was "a starting point"
in which the two "explained their

positions and went home," according to a source close to the talks. It
was unclear whether they narrowed
differences over PLO demands
aimed at increasing Palestinian
security in the Israeli-occupied territories, where militant Jewish settlers
- some of whom praised the massacre in Hebron - are widely
armed.
In Jerusalem, government officials said Neriah discussed with
Arafat what kind of moves Israel is
prepared to make if the PLO returns
to negotiations on self-rule, Washington Post correspondent David
Hoffman reported. While Israel is

Sinatra in Stable Condition After

Collapsing During Concert
LOS ANGELES TIMES

Entertainer Frank Sinatra was in stable condition Sunday night
after collapsing onstage as he was singing "My Way" during a concert in Richmond, Va.
"Frank Sinatra became overheated and passed out for a few
moments onstage," said his publicist, Susan Reynolds, in a statement.
"Mr. Sinatra's vital signs are stable, he is talking and he is alert."
Sinatra, 78, waved weakly and blew a kiss to the crowd as he was
taken offstage in a wheelchair, concert-goers said.
Sinatra was taken by ambulance to the Medical College of Virginia Hospitals about 10:20 p.m. EST. A hospital official reported
late Sunday that Sinatra was in good condition.
Sinatra had been nearing the end of the performance, and was in
the last verses of his trademark "My Way," when he fell off a stool
and hit his head on a monitor, according to drummer Gregg Field,
who was about 5 feet from the singer when he collapsed.
Sinatra had complained of the heat earlier in his performance at
the historic Richmond Mosque, where he was giving the second of
two weekend shows, Field said.
He had launched into the song "My Way" when, according to
Field, "he said, 'Boy, get me a chair. I'm feeling faint.' " His son,
Frank Jr., who was conducting the orchestra, went for a chair. Sinatra, who was already sitting on a stool, started to rise, but then collapsed and his face hit the speaker, witnesses said.
Sinatra, who has been performing for nearly six decades, had been
in New York last week to accept a Grammy Legends honor at the
music awards on Tuesday night. He was due to perform in Hershey,
Pa. later in the week, but those shows were canceled because the
entertainer was stranded in New York by a snowstorm, Field said.
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Senate Panel Derails
Parental Notification Bill
arginia

RICHMOND

slcu!bss

insisting there be no changes in the
accord signed last September, Nerieh told Arafat that Israel is offering
a number of concessions, such as
permitting a stronger Palestinian
police force, the officials in
Jerusalem said.
The main PLO demand, which
Arafat says must be met before
peace talks resume, is for an international force to enhance protection
-of Palestinians in the territories.
PLO officials say the force must, at
a minimum, be equipped with
sidearms, and they want it deployed
as soon as possible throughout the
Gaza Strip and West Bank.

TIM TECH' Page 3-

A Virginia Senate panel killed legislation Monday that would
have required notification of a parent before a teenager could get an
abortion, setting off a frantic search by Gov. George Allen for a way
to revive a proposal he had called a top priority.
Given the more conservative composition of this year's General
Assembly and the fact that Virginia has its first Republican governor
in 12 years, proponents had expected the bill to pass into law easily.
Both chambers approved a similar measure two years ago, only to see
it vetoed by Gov. L. Douglas Wilder, a Democrat.
The notification legislation would have required a physician to
notify at least one parent before a daughter age 17 or younger could
have an abortion. It contained a provision for a judge to waive the
requirement if the girl was deemed mature enough or it was otherwise in her best interests not to tell her parents.
Supporters note that parents must give approval before minors
undergo any other type of medical procedure and argue that they
should be involved in something as emotionally sensitive as an abortion. But opponents say young women frequently are at risk of physical or emotional abuse if their parents know they are pregnant.

Possible Resumption of Talks
By Caryle Murphy

__

THE WASHINGTON POST

House officials to search for papers
that might fall under the special
counsel's order.
Clinton acknowledged Monday
that he had been informed last
October that he and his wife were
under scrutiny in a federal investigation into the failure of an
Arkansas savings and loan owned
by a former business partner of the
Clintons.
But he said he knew nothing of
meetings between regulators and
White House aides to discuss the
status of the investigation into the
failed thrift, Madison Guaranty
Savings & Loan.
Clinton repeatedly stressed his
intention to cooperate fully with the
special counsel's investigation.
"We are not covering up or anything, we are opening up. We are
disclosing," Clinton said. "No one
has accused me of any abuse of
authority in office .... There is no
credible evidence and no credible
charge that I violated any criminal
or civil federal law."
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Saturday, March 12 on Haystack Mountain, VT.

Sign up at the GSC office, 50-220. For more info,
-
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Boston Symphony Orchestra Open Rehearsal
· Wednesday, April 6oTickets on sale March 16o$5.00*

Contact Joe Bambeneck, joebambi@mit, or the GSC for details.
Add yourself to the GSC mailing list.
Simply log onto Athena and type
blanche

gsc-students

-a

your login

Remove yourself from the GSC mailing
list. Simply log onto Athena and type
blanche

gsc-students

-d

your login

GSC Elections: April 5
Here are the candidates for office so far:
for President:
Lucretia Borgia (G)

for Vice President:
Tonya Harding (G)

for Secretary:
Mark deSade (G)

for Treasurer:
Michael Milken (G)

Platform: Better living
through chemistry.

Platform: I'll bring the
president to her knees.

Platform: You always
hurt the one you love.

Platform: Greed is good.

Please don't let these people win!
I

It's not too tate to nominate!

Become a Department or Hou sing Representative, and you can vote in the upcoming elections.

Hours of fun for the whole family! (Not recommended for children under 17.)

All graduate students are welcome to attend any GSC meeting.
ap
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UAP/ VP Candidates Disappointinyg
The Undergraduate Association elections taking place this
week are one of the few chances the student body has to make a
-- difference in student government.
However, the candidates this year
Ed ito^ Wnt
- for UA president and vice president
show a uniform lack of promise in the face of an apathetic constituency.
In a year of budget cuts and core curriculum changes, it is
especially important that our top student representatives have a
positive track record of leadership within student activities, an
understanding of how the UA operates, specific solutions to current issues, and the means with which to effect such changes.
On the issue of communication, one candidate team, Colin
M. Page '95 and Michael R. Evans '95, calls for an end to
closed meetings and an Athena-based "Dash" bar option for students to access information about the UA. The other team of
Vijay R. Sankaran '95 and Carrie R. Muh '96 propose an electronic mail address for sending complaints, a virtually identical
solution that will be equally ineffective.
Neither solution actively solicits students' opinions
instead, each waits for students to approach the UA. More direct
and active interaction, including but not limited to visiting dormnitory meetings or study breaks, would be more useful and productive for students and for the UA.
Past leadership is an important issue when choosing the
presiding UA officers. As head of the UA Safety Committee,
Page was suspended and censured for failing to attend two consecutive UA Executive Committee meetings, as he was asked
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Evans has little to show for his year in oftice. In fact, at the last
UA Council meeting, a motion was made to impeach the class
of 1995 officers.
Sankaran, the current UA floor leader, has demonstrated a
similar lack of effective leadership by failing to produce quorum at several council meetings. Muh is the exception to the
group of candidates - she is relatively new to the UA and does
not have a tarnished record.
Both teams acknowledge problems related to the Undergraduate Research Opportunities Program, undergraduate housing, food services, harassment, and campus safety. However,
neither team suggests concrete - or original - solutions.
For instance, the Sankaran/Muh platform calls for a "directed letter writing campaign" regarding UROP and a grocery
shuttle - projects already addressed by the current UA and
Graduate Student Council administrations. While it is important
to continue current projects, it is also important for officers and
candidates to formulate and work to implement original ideas.
Page and Evans similarly pushed the imporiani policy button of harassment without offering any practical resolutions to
this problem. They did nothing more than say that a forum on
harassment should be held by the UA and that a "more centralized system" was needed for the MIT community, providing no
further details on how they would deal with the issue at large.
While 7he Tech does not endorse a candidate pair for
UAP/VP, it encourages students to vote for whomever they feel
is best qualified, not only for the higher offices, but for other
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Chitaley's Attitude
Uncalled For

OPINION STAFF

As Raajnish A. Chitaley '95 so eloquently
reminded us in The Tech, "It's not whether
you win or lose, it's how you play the game,"
["UAP/UAVP Candidates Show Little
Promise," Mar. 4]. Funny, that in a pedantic
attempt to show the proper lip service to the
support of Undergraduate Association President and Vice-President candidates, he should
fall from his pedestal of keen attunement to
the student body's needs and stumble onto
this cliche.
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Ah, how I long for the days of his strict
adherence to this axiom. As was duly noted
by myself and the other astute members of the
MIT student body during the UA Financial
Board scandal of last term, Chitaley's main
concern about the actions of David J. Kessler
'94 was obvious: that he simply hadn't gone
through the proper channels. Certainly,
Kessler just didn't know how "to play the
game." Such an obvious attempt by Kessler to
open a door "to people who don't want to
come inside" must irk Chitaley to no end,
considering that he has such insight into the

Editors: Ann Ames '92, J. Michael
Andresen '94; Associate Editor: Scott
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very "UA exclusiveness" which he writes off
as "empty rhetoric."

1 am also encouraged to see that Chitaley,
a proven servant of the people, can point out
the faults of this year's candidates that we, the
"apathetic and busy electorate," are too dull to
recognize for ourselves. His observation that
Vijay P. Sankaran '95, floor leader of the UA
Council, has squandered an opportunity to
improve communications and leadership is
certainly worthy of note, especially when
viewed in light of his great strides in the same
field. His argument that the opposing team of
Colin M. Page '95 and Michael R. Evans '95
should be ashamed of the accomplishment of
serving the Class of 1995 Council shows wisdom beyond his years, since serving in the
UA is so much more noteworthy and respected on campus. And we must not forget the
sage admonition of our beloved Chitaley:
"past failures worry me less than the prospect
of future ones." To selflessly offer up his own

service to the student body to the discerning
eyes of his peers truly warms my heart.
In conclusion, I must admit that the UA
just won't be the same without Chitaley, and
perhaps that's what prompted his letter. What
prompted mine was something else - per-

haps that we "undergraduates actually give a
damn," just not for the likes of Chitaley.
Stephanie A. Sparvero'96
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UAP/UAVP Candidates
Not Compelling
It is with serious concern that I have
watched this year's election for Undergraduate Association President and Vice President
unfold. I have never been involved in the UA,
though I have watched it quite closely. During
my undergraduate career I have seen several
elections that gave me pause.
I watched Jonathan J. Lee '93 and Kristoffer H. Pfister '93 come far too close to a position of responsibility. I saw the "apathy" team
of Stephen A. Rinehart '93 and Jeremy R.
Brown '94 almost win The Tech's endorsement and the election. But what I see this year
takes the cake.
MIT undergraduates are faced with two
inept teams of candidates. First let us consider
the team of Colin M. Page '95 and Michael R.
Evans '95. Page has held positions in the UA
Letters, Page 5
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Something in my mailbox the other day
made me scream. Packed in a small white
envelope, I had eager visions of another Coop
rebate of $0.82 - but it was nothing of the
sort. The hideous item I withdrew from the
envelope was yet another installment in the
comedy we have all come to know as MIT
Food Services (new slogan: Really, Our Prices
Are Reasonable). It was yet another meal card.
For those of you keeping track, this is the
third card we have received this year. But
many of you aren't keeping track. That is why
I, a hard-working columnist, have made it my
American duty to address this crucial matter:
Why You Really, Absolutely Need Yet
Another Card.
Let's do a quick Cards in Review for the
year. In September we all affixed our registra-

have a larger chance to evaluate her perforlc.

l

- note that I do not say "he has been active
in the UA." He was chairman of the UA Safety Committee in the months after the murder
of Yngve K. Raustein '94. Did he take this
opportunity to push safety issues with the
administration? No. In fact, Page's absence
was so noticeable that, after repeated phone
calls and electronic mail messages, the UA
Executive Committee voted unanimously to
suspend him. As hard as it is to get the UA to
do anything, much less actually agree on
something, a unanimous vote of no confidence
is quite damning.
And what of Mike Evans? He holds the
title of Vice President of the Class of 1995.
Grab the nearest junior and ask, "What has
Evans done for you?" The silence will be
deafening. Furthermore, did you know that he
is facing impeachment proceedings? At the
next UA Council meeting, election or not,
Evans runs a large risk of being removed from
his office because of gross negligence.
The team of Vijay Sankaran '95 and Canrie
Muh '96 has a similar record. Muh is still a
sophomore, and has not squandered the
opportunities of the others. I am perfectly
willing to reserve judgment on her until we
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the demand increases." Isn't that how it goes?
You may be saying to yourself, "The real
reason we got three cards this year is because
we're in a transition period to a new card."
Could be, but can't we have foresight of more
than a week to cut down on new versions of
the same old magnetic stripe? Besides, next
year won't be much different. Look at your
New New Card. On the front is an expiration
date - in September. That's right: get ready
for the New New New Card next fall. The fun
never ends!
"As critical as he's been," you're thinking,
"I hope Mark has something nice to say to
close the column." Well, yes. It helps deflect
the stream of nasty letters. The one good thing
about this New New Card is that we can use it
on some vending machines (some of the
time). Finally we can use the meal card to buy
some decent food.

The
o Editor

Letters
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Photo, having been taken from the Old Old
Card, but no athletic sticker, which is still on
the Old Old Card. So if you want to buy an
overpriced lunch and then work it off in the
gym, you have to carry the Old Old Card and
the New New Card.
Please, don't laugh. We have these cards
because printing this many in one year costs a
lot of money, which digs the Food Service
deeper in debt, then allowing Lobdell a great
excuse to raise its prices. There are also
important economic reasons for all these
cards. I am not privy to the mysterious and
wonderful dealings of the Food Service, but I
imagine it's something along the lines of:
"The more cards they have to carry around,
the more overpriced lunches they will buy."
Or: "Make the cards, and they will come." Or
maybe it comes down to that less well-known
theory of economics: "Raise the prices, and

- -10-
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tion stickers to our Old Card, the ID card
we've used since freshman year. Magnetic
stripe, photo, and a spot for the athletic sticker.
Things soon got better when we got the
New Card (at this point, the "Old New Card").
This winner had the notable improvements of
not containing a photo, registration sticker, or
athletic sticker. The Old New Card was much
better than the Old Old card, since it could be
used for unlocking some doors some of the
time (for mine, none of the time) and for buying lots of overpriced food on its New Magnetic Stripe. It also had the value added service (for you ARA types, a "Val-U-Service")
that students could use stolen Old New Cards
without that hassle of photo identification.
Jump to the present: the New New Card. It
has a New New Magnetic Stripe, which can
be used to open more doors more of the time,
and a New Photo, which is really an Old

STAFF REPORTER
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someone who is so totally untested?
Sankaran, on the other hand, is proven proven to be ineffective. He has been Floor
Leader of the UA Council for this past year.
The attendance at his lackluster council meetings has been so low that there have been at
least three that did not even meet quorum - a
mere third of the representatives. The floor
leader is also responsible for picking an Election Commission and running the elections.
Not only did he pick his commission four
months late, but consider the publicity that
this election has received. The picture of the
empty Candidates' Forum was- not a fluke; it
was the result of weeks of poorly run advertisement.
For these reasons, I cannot vote for either
team. I do not intend to deny all responsibility
and simply skip the election. By the time you
read this, I will probably have voted on
Athena for the write-in ticket of David Letterman and Regis Philbin. I know that this is a
futile gesture, that I am throwing away my
vote. But given this year's election choices, it
is my best choice.
Darin S. Kinion '94

UA Purpose To Interface
Between Students And
Administration
This letter is in response to the letter of
Raajnish A. Chitaley '95 to The Tech

["UAP/UAVP Candidates Show Little
Promise," Mar. 4]. We will be the first to
admit that we are not as close to the intricacies of the Undergraduate Association and its
relations with the administration as Chitaiey.
When he expressed a concern that some
important issues were not being addressed in
the campaign, we solicited his opinion to
determine what they were. In the spirit of
enhancing communication, Colin M. Page '95
met with him on March 6.
Chitaley brought up several issues, but
there were only two that we feel we can
address. He brought up the concern of the
UA's relation to the Office of the Dean for
Undergraduate Education and Student Affairs
and the overall purpose of the UA.
Due to the fact that the UA receives ail of
its money from the Dean's Office there is a
limit to how independent the UA can be. At
other schools, student body governments are

often privately incorporated; thus they have
their own money, and are therefore canpabhle of

autonomy. We plan to look into ways of mak-

ing the Undergraduate Association more inde,endent of the Dean's Office.
We feel that the overall purpose of the UA
is to solicit and compile student opinions and
ideas and facilitate the process of bringing
these opinions and ideas to the attention of the
MIT Administration.
Now we would like to reaffirms our stances
on the issues that have surfaced so far in the
campaign.

FinancialResponsibility:We would like to
reiterate our commitment to the principle that
undergraduates should see a return on every
dollar spent by the UA. We want to free up
more money for other student groups and
class councils.
We plan to use the majority of the Vannevar Bush '16 fund for a project that will
have long-lasting benefit for the MIT community. We have been labeled "thoughtless" in
our desire to make the Financial Board more
independent of the UA. We fully comprehend
the long-term implications of our position and
we stand by it. Finboard should allocate
Letters, Page 6
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Become a Student Rep on an Institute Committee
The Nominations Committee will be holding interviews on
Saturday, March 12 and
Sunday, March 13
for the following committees:
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ROTC Committee
Committee on Foreign Scholarships (COFS)
Planning Committee for the Martin Luther KingJr. Memorial Activities
MIT -WellesleyJoint Committee
UA Financial Board
Medical Consumers' Advisory Council (MCAC)
HASS Committee
Equal Opportunity Committee (EOC
Committee on the Library System (COLS)
Committee on the Writing Requirement (CWR)
Committee on Academic Performance (CAP)
Committee on Curricula (COC)
Committee on Discipline (COD)

IA
!
,i

Committee on Student Affairs (CSA)

Committee on Undergraduate Admissions and Financial Aid (CUAFA)
Committee onr the Undergraduate Program (CUP)
Faculty Policy Committee (FPC)

I

Applications are available outside the UA Office (W20-401).
For more information about Institute Committees, search for Nominations using TechInfo
from any Athena workstation.
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Letters, from Page 5
money in an atmosphere as free from politics
as possible.
Harassment:It is our position that the current system for handling harassment complaints at MIT is not adequate. We would add
the voice of the UA to that of the Graduate
Student Council and the Faculty Ad-Hoc
Committee on Harassment.

Safety: We intend to keep a close eye on
the Safe Walk system and we will look into
the possibility of a student patrol. We also
want to make sure that the administration does
not feel that they have done enough. Safety
can be improved in many ways.
Administration Relations: Both of us have

had extensive dealings with administration
officials in the performance of present and
past duties of our activities. Page has negotiat-

opportunities for creative use of the new MIT
Student Cable group.
We want to make the UA a place where
people fee! that they can turn. Those who
work in the UA should feel that their ideas
were heard and supported. They should feel
that working in and through the UA was a
rewarding experience.
Over the course of the campaign we have
commented on the fact that the team of Vijay
P. Sankaran '95 and Carrie R. Muh '96 is saying many of the things we are. They feel the
UA needs to communicate better. They also
feel that the UA needs to be more responsible
in spending student money. At the same time,
Sankaran and Muh claim to have strong
or !diarehir
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ed repayment of debt owed to MIT by the Student Center Committee and the SCC 24 Hour
Coffeehouse in his capacity as SCC Treasurer.
Michael R. Evans '95 dealt with administration in his position as Class of '95 Ring Committee Chair in order to speed up the process
at certain points. After elected, we will meet
with the deans and other members of the
administration in order to better facilitate
communication with them when we take
office in May.
Communication and Openness of the UA:
We are committed to finding a way to
improve communication between the UA and
the student body. One idea we have is to set
something up using Project Athena, perhaps a
place on the Dashboard, to negotiate an agreement with The Tech to consistently have a
place for UA announcements, or to explore

.c..r..A
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Sank:aran wnas

UA for two years.
They now castigate the UA. However, they
are criticizing administrations which they
were a part of, and decisions which they
helped make. We invite them to explain this
apparent contradiction and describe what they
have done in the past to alleviate the ills they
see plaguing the UA that they seem to feel so
strongly about now.
Finally, if in making your decision you
may desire further information from either of
us, we invite you to e-mail us at
colinp@mit.edu and mike_egmif.edu. Please
exercise your right to vote this next week,
either through Project Athena from Sunday,
March 6 through Wednesday, March 9 or at
Lobby 7, Baker House, Walker Memorial, and
the Student Center or the UA office ail day
Wednesday.
Colin M. Page '95 and Michael R. Evans '95
CandidatesforUndergraduateAssociationt
President and Vice-President
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Making the Choice:
i APTj/UAVF Elections
After three years of service in the Undergraduate Association, I felt it necessary to
comment about the upcoming elections. My
goal in writing this letter is not to sway anyone's vote or to show favoritism. I want to
provide voters with a basis on which to choose
their President and Vice-President beyond the
posters, rumors and friends' opinions.
The team of Colin M. Page '95 and

UA Council Floor Leader last year and Muh
has been on the Executive Committee of the
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Classified Advertising in The Tech:
$5.00 per insertion for each 35
words or less. Must be prepaid, with
complete name, address, and phone

number. The Tech, W20-483; or P.O.
Box 397029, Cambridge, Mass.
02139-7029

Do you have friends to stay with in
New York, Paris, Milan, Tokyo and all
places in between? You do now! Free
homestays with Global Citizen
Resource Network. 1-800-290-4276.
VI

Workout Buddy or Exercise Trainer.
Young busy male professional seeks
college athlete or exercise trainer to
help loose 20 Ibs. and tone up.
Three times a week in Brookline.
Hourly wage negotiable. Call Dr.
Habib Hassan at (617) 739-5111
evenings or leave message.
Travel abroad and work. Make up to
$2,000-$4,000+/mo. teaching basic
conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required.
For information call: (206) 632-1146
ext. J5033
The Art of Singing is the Ease of
Singing. Ease demands proper technique. Call 617-631-4123.
Greeks & Clubs Earn $50 - $250 for
yourself plus up to $500 for your club!
This fundraiser costs nothing and
lasts one week. Call now and receive
a free gift. 1800-932-0528, Ext. 65.

I

Macintosh and DOS/Windows

Alaska Summer Employment fisheries. Many earn $2,000+/mo. in
canneries or $3,000-$6,000+/mo.
on fishing vessels. Many employers
provide room & board and transportation. No experience necessary! For
more information call: 1-206-5454155 ext. A5033.

Consultants
for the
MIT Microcomputing Helpline

Teach English in Japan We train you
to teach individuals and small
groups. Your students are enthusiastic and respectful adults. No knowledge of Japanese is required.
Advanced degree holders are especially welcome. One year renewable
contract pays ¥3 million. Send letter
and resume to: Mr. Evans, Bi-Lingual
Corporation, 500 Fifth Avenue, Suite
2140, New York, NY 10110.

Computing Support Services/Information Systems is looking for frontline Student
Consultants to provide On-Line, Telephone, and Walk-In support for users of Macintosh and
DOS/Windows computers.
Consultants must be familiar with at least one of the two operating systems, some major applications and ut-1ilities, and plctrnic mail. f y

and enjoy

meet these qualificat
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Stuff for Sale Women's shoes: brown

this job may be for you!

leather shoe-boots w/side zippers,

E

All applicants must attend the orientation session on Monday, Marchl4 t h in the Marlar
Lounge (37-252) at 5:15pm. Please bring a resume and a sheet describing any computer
experience not covered by your resume.
If you have any questions, please send email to fawyn@rnit.edu
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size 10B, never worn, $20; black I
suede pumps w/1 1/2" heels, size 8 r1/2 B, worn once, $15. Black wood- E
i
en dresser, 5 drawers, 2'x4'x4',
great condition, $50. Call Marie at
253-8408 or send email to marie@
|
psyche.mit.edu.
K

Training will begin at the end of this semester for positions beginning next Fall. Summer
employment is also a possibility. Microcomputer Consultants must be able to commit a minimum
of 7 hours per week, and must be available for weekly training meetings on Tuesdays, 5:15pm
to 6:45pm.
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Donate Your Live Brain to Science
(Well, for 15 minutes anyway) The
Dept. of Brain & Cognitive Sciences
seeks subjects whose FIRST language is American English for exciting psycholinguistic research. Pays
$3 for 15 minutes. Call Marie at 2538408 or send erail to marie@psy'
che.mit.edu.
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Michael R. Evans '95 has two strengths that I
can see: (1) They have not been involved in
the administration of the UA (the Class Council is a subsidiary government under the UA
Council). As a consequence, we cannot make
any judgments concerning their ability to
serve as UAP and UAVP. They may have hidden potential that these offices will bring to
light. (2) They can bring fresh insight and
energy into this organization.
Page and Evans' disadvantages are as follows: (1) They live off-campus in the same
house. And thus, they do not have as much
direct contact as Vijay P. Sankaran '95 and
Carrie R. Muh '96 have with other sectors of
the MIT community. (2) Since they have not
been involved in the UA Executive Branch,
many of their ideas that they raise in their
platforms have been thought of already and
researched. Since some of them have not been
implemented, it goes to follow that there is a
reason for whv we do not have a particular

service.
For instance, Page and Evans spoke about
using the Vannevar Bush ' 16 fund to commemorate students that have died. This was a project I looked into over this past summer. We
had the funds available, but not the space or
support. There isn't any ideal space for this
type of monument and many people had concerns about placing victims of drunk driving
accidents on the same monument as those who
had died from their own substance abuse.
These were just some of the concerns which
kept my administration from beginning this
project.
Also, Page's and Evans' idea about having
a "safety system," where students walk
around with walkie-talkies on campus and
maintain contact with the campus police to
report crimes and the status of areas of the
Institute, is not new. SafeWalk-, which is partly
sponsored by the UA, will perform this function.
(3) If Page and Evans are so concerned
about the student body and doing something
for them, why have they not participated in
public service events before? This is in
response to their claim that Safety and Sexual
Harassment are the two main issues they wish
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II to address in their administration. Why
I weren't they attending the recent GSC forum

must be present at their impeachment. It has
come to my knowledge that none of these
Class of 1995 officers were notified by
Sankaran (UA Council Floor Leader) or by
Muh (UA Secretary-General) or by the ViceChairman of the Council about their impinging removal from office. This is just the first
of a list of incidents where Sankaran and Muh
could have performed better, or where they
could have taken the initiative to do more for
the UA, or where they did not fulfill their
duties.
(3) Sankaran and Muh have been video-

on sexual harassment and why haven't they
been involved in any of the numerous organizations on campus (both Dean's office- and
student-originated) that deal with this issue?
These groups have much experience with this
topic and have been fighting for stricter laws
on sexual harassment on MIT's campus. They
know what MIT has said its limitations are
and they are pushing to raise awareness and
gain support for their projects to improve
MIT's standards.
Voters need to decide if this team will
overcome these three weaknesses. Concerning
the first weakness of being off-campus, if
Page and Evans work at it, they can easily
outperform any campus-based group. If they
make an effort, they can represent many sectors of this community. On the same note, if
they make an effort to learn about what past
administrations have done and if they choose
to make the UA their first priority (over their
academic, personal and social lives) then they
can be successful in representing the best
interests of the community and improving student life.
The team of Sankaran and Muh have two
advantages over the team of Page and Evans:
(1) They are a campus-based group. They live
in different dormitories and participate in different organizations. (2) They have been a
part of the past administration and are aware
of the current state of affairs. They have a
lamiliarity withthe office and the inner workings of the bureaucracy.
The team of Sankaran and Muh however,
also has its disadvantages: (1) For the past two
years, both team members have had ample
opportunity to take the initiative and organize
the projects that they say they want to accomplish in their administrative term. Why have
they not done so beforehand? (2) It has been
pointed out in several instances that the UA
Council, which has been Sankaran's responsibility, has many administrative problems such
as Council members not being informed of
what is going on.
In fact, at the last Council meeting, a
motion was made to remove the Class of 1995
officers from their respective positions.
According to the Constitution, these officers
-n---__.
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they not participate before? Does a title
change one's actions and performance?
In the case of Sankaran and Muh, voters
need to ask whether or not they will overcome
their past performances and choose to make
the UA their-first priority. This is the choice
voters need to make. If you believe that they
should be given the opportunity to prove their
stuff, then vote for them.
You need to decide from the candidate
interviews, articles from The Tech and personal meetings with these candidates whether or
not they will make such a commitment. Will
they put the benefit of the student body above
their own interests? Can they make the academic, social and personal sacrifices? Will they
be dedicated, motivated and capable of
empowering people enough to be successful
in their term of office? These are the questions
that you need to ask while making your decision on your next UAP and UAVP.
Anne S. Tsao '94
UndergraduateAssociation Vice-President

taped as saying that race relations and communication are the two main issues they wish
to concentrate on next year. There are several
groups involved with race relations and
improving acceptance of diversity on campus
(for example, the Thursday Night Residence/Orientation event dealt with ethnic
diversity); why have Sankaran and Muh not
participated in organizing or attending these
events? If they were so concerned, why did
r,
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Photos By Amy i. Hsu and Yueh Z. Lee

Choraliades rock with traditionally iraunchy riot

CONCERT INBAD TASTE

rapidly became "Bad Taste!/More filling!"
when some audience members seized the
moment. And instead of last year's inflated
condom, a swelled-up latex glove provided an
able substitute for audience amusement.
By Scott Deskin
Someone who yelled, "Who's condom is
ASSOCIA 7E A R TS EDITOR
that?" and was told, "[Yours] and your four
or the 1994 edition of the Chorallaries'
friends'!" appropriately set the mood for the
Bad Taste Concert, the turnout was as rest of the evening.
big as ever, with the line ultimately
Suddenly, around midnight, the lights were
stretching all the way to Building 1. By dimmed and the crowd burst into cheers. The
10 p.m., with the laptop computer count at 29 Chorallaries took center stage, with the foland rising, people tried to abide the long wait lowing cast of characters: Satan, host of a
with board games, portable stereos, home- "Hell at MIT" program, whose guests are
work, tarot cards, and the like. About the famous for their noteworthy sins. Some of the
abnormally long queue, Doug Wyatt '96 said, celebrities and their sins included Cindy
"It's silly that this is the only thing at MIT Crawford (being married to Richard Gere),
that people will wait in [this sort ofj line for," Tonya Harding and Nancy Kerrigan (accusing
but Robert Kindel '95 and Evelyn Kao '95
one another of being "a bitch"), former MIT
replied, "This is what MIT is all about."
Dean Jim Tewhey (harassment), and, of
Those who tested their sanity by remaining at course, John and Lorena Bobbitt. An especialthe head of the line since around 2 p.m. could ly crude and raucous bit included John, reeloffer no words of wisdom but instead shot this ing from his recent dismemberment, franticalreporter in the face with plastic discs: so much
ly searching for and finding his penis in the
for eloquence.
audience: the blood-stained boxer shorts, part
In response to the growing frenzy outside of the 1994 Chorallaries merchandise, figured
10-250 as showtime approached, the doors prominently throughout the program.
were finally opened at 11:35 p.m. As the
The first musical number was entitled
crowd packed in and eagerly awaited the per- "IHTFP," a parody of the Police's "Synformance, a steady shower of paper airplanes chronicity I" which played up the more hellish
and plastic discs inundated center stage. A aspects of the MIT experience amid a
chant that divided sides of the auditorium mechanical display of obscene gestures to the
which began as "Tastes great!/Less filling!" audience. There were a few dead spots toward
The Chorallaries.
Room 10-250.
March 5, 11:59 pin.

the end of the song, especially when the group
tried to maintain the driving, synthesizer-like
tune throughout the entire tune, but it was an
impressive, intense, and witty way to kick
things off. As in past performances, this
year's Bad Taste incorporated both skits and a
capella songs to make their tabloid targets all
the more vulnerable.
The next skit was an LSC parody which,
like in last year's Bad Taste, included a reel
breakdown, signified by the singers' voices
dying, which prompted the obligatory "LSC
... sucks!" response. Then came a series of

LSC previews, which included The Magnificent Semen, about a group of sperm confronting condoms and IUD's in their quest for

the egg, and a parody of The Addams Family

which instead cast the Bobbitts as the creepy
and kooky (not to mention bloody) homemakers. The Bobbitts resurfaced later in the show
in a twisted rewrite of Billy Joel's ballad
"And So it Goes," which referred to the
prospect of John and Lorena in bed again and
where John viewed his current physical state
with the lyric "... a climax you will have to
fake."
Sexual topics were also fair game during
the performance. A few songs were simply
aimed at students trying to make a favorable
impression on their professors (in bed) in the
neverending search for an easy A. The catchier effort was a song by the funkless divas of
"En Vague" in a rip-off of "Free Your Mind":

e"I'm

a slut, but I'm a scholar/I get my A's for
one hundred dollar [sic]." The more serious
sexual song was "Don't End Go and End
Your Life With One Lay," which stressed the
importance of condom usage, etc., against a
backdrop of gratuitous vulgarities.
This year's traditional top ten list was
"Top Ten Rejected Bad Taste Ideas." Among
the more inspired titles were "Profemina
Swimsuit Issue," "Yo! Walter Lewin Raps,"
and "Jim Tewhey's Wild Kingdom." Indeed,
with all the jabs at Tewhey during the performance, you'd hardly know he's left MIT. A
song/skit mocking his travails, sung to the
tune of Duran Duran's "Rio" and loosely
based on Tewhey's plea of innocence as The
Fgit.ve,,was a tabloid-exploiting success.

After all, who could resist the clever phrasing
of"Oh Tewhey, Tewhey, keep your hands off
her behind" without guilty deriving pleasure

from such muckracking aimed at the MIT
brass?
Mock television programs were in abundance, such as "MITV's House of Style with
Cindy Crawford," "COPS at MIT," and a
pseudo-homage to the last season of "Star
Trek: The Next Generation." The latter featured the crew of Picard's Enterprise face-toface with villain William Shatner, who theatens the crew with relentless bad acting and his
(in)famous rendition of "Lucy in the Sky with

Taste, Page 10 . .
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MIT ensemble brings welcome freshness to Jazz Festival
COLLEGIATE JAZZ FESTIVAL

I

New England Collegiate Jazz Festival Concert
Featuringthe MIT Festival Jazz Ensemble
and Phil Woods.
Hosted by James O'Dell.

By Craig K. Chang
STAFFREPORTER

he concert that ended last Friday's
New England Collegiate Jazz Festival
almost proved to be too much for participating musicians, who endured
adjudication and master classes all day. The
first two ensembles to perform were the University of Massachusetts Jazz Ensemble and
the University of Rhode Island Jazz Ensemble, which both seemed a bit groggy. But with
great anticipation, Phil Woods and the MIT
Festival Jazz Ensemble saved the night by
injecting some life and thought into the
increasingly tired atmosphere.
The choice of repertoire of the first two
ensembles hurt their performances. On top of

a low energy start, the UMass Jazz Ensemble
toiled through pieces which seemed derivative
and stoae. Ev. theilove
intol pieces of more
urgent tempo failed to launch the group's
energy, and instead dragged the group along
with what sounded like old show tunes and
monotonous soundtracks. No doubt this
impression passed many minds during what
seemed a parody of bad television music.
The URI Jazz Ensemble too suffered poor
taste in music. As an apt gesture of surrender
to public appeal, the group played an old classic popularized by Sleepless in Seattle, "When
I Fall in Love." And with other pieces with
such names as "Afterburner," nothing about
their playing could be taken seriously.
The MIT Jazz Ensemble also got off to a
shaky start. But things began to piece together when Phil Woods stepped on stage with
ultimate professionalism. The sound of his
saxophone resonated throughout Kresge with
a true, confident voice and brilliant technique.
But, unlike the soloists of the two previous
I

_"

.t

groups, his playing never seemed overdone.
He blew his horn with the cool confidence
and articulation of a supremely experienced
artist.
Phil Woods was, however, by no means a
crutch that the MIT Jazz Ensemble leaned on.
In Phil Woods' "Quill," Susie Ward and Josh
Goldberg gave impassioned saxophone solos
that came from their hearts. When the saxophonists passed riffs back and forth in a threeway call and response, the music of the night
returned to a form of expression instead of
mindless strings of bop cliche.
Even with the spotlight on Phil Woods, the
MIT Jazz Ensemble demonstrated what jazz

music is all about in its "Variation on a theme
by Jimi Hendrix; Manic Depression." With
this piece, the group managed to capture a
whole palette of emotions through its instruments. As the piano played a drunken ostinato, we could picture a figure dancing in circles, in some sort of hallucinatory state.
Melancholy rubbed against furor and aural
mania. The winds layered a hauntingly serene
ambiance over Damon Bramble's violent solo.
With these emotional intimations, the performance appeared to have the quality of aural
painting that proved the ensemble had the
skill and power to project unique abstraction
instead of worn-out convention.

THE TECH PERFORMING ARTS SERIES
ORCHESTRE DE PARIS
Program: Mozart, Overture to Don Giovanni, and Piano Concerto No. 20 in D minor, K.
466 (Jean-Philippe Co!!ard, piano soloist; Chostak-ovichl, Symphony 'o. 5 in C minor,
Op. 47.

I

March 14, 8p.m. Symphony Hall
MIT price: $7
On sale at the TCA through March 11

ALVIN ABLEY AMERIBCAN DANCE THEATER
"[Their] phenomenal popularity is unmatched by any other dance company in the world."
(New York Times) No other dance company can match the Alvin Ailey Dance Theater's
passion, intensity, and pure excitement.
March 15, 16, 8 p.m The Wang Center
MIT price: $10
On sale at the TCA through March 11

MAURIZ10 POLLINI. PIANO

.,

Program: Beethoven, Sonata No. 5 in C minor, Op. 10, No. 1; Beethoven, Sonata No. 21
in C major, Op. 53 ("Waldstein"); Schumann, Kresileriana,Op. 16; Chopin, Ballade No.
I in G minor, Op. 23.
March 20, 3 p.m. Symphony Hall
MIT price: $7
On sale at the TCA through March 17

i

These events are presented by The Bank of Boston Celebrity Series. For more information call Lori Weldon of the TCA at 253-4885.

Joel Johnson, a member of the MIT Jazz Ensemble, performs a trombone solo during
the MIT Jazz Festlival at Kresge Auditorium on Saturday night. Phil Woods was the
guest saxophonist.
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Chorallaries maintain crude Bad Taste tradition
of Bad Taste."

Taste, from Page 8

.

The twn pn-.res nperformed were identical

Diamonds." Within this skit, the Chorallaries
made similar nostalgic nods to "The A-Team"
and "Cheers," when a sing-along version of
"Where Everybody Knows Your Name" probably got a bit sappy. Still, the Star Trek fans
were out in full force and showed their enthusiasm for an otherwise adept parody.
Another interesting aspect of this year's
performance was a surprise appearance by
none other than the all-male a capella group,
the Logarhythms. Two of the members unexpectedly approached the center and, with
backs turned to the audience, proceeded to
relieve themselves into a trash can. This provided the opportunity to lead into more penis
jokes, and then a medley of Queen's "Fat-Bottomed Girls," Sir Mix-a-Lot's "Baby Got
Back," and even Spinal Tap's "Big Bottom,"
with predictably amusing results. It's not
known whether or not this was planned as part
of the performance (a few bouncers said, "Is
this a hack?") but it all went rather smoothly

and fit comfortably within the Bad Taste tradition.
It soon came time for the formal conclusion of the show, which necessitated the traditional MIT theme, "We Are the Engineers." It
was performed with alternate lyrics (dirty
ones, of course), with a verse about a lessthan-respectable girl from Radcliffe who
would say, "Get off of me, you son of a b., if
you're from MIT!" Another verse presented a
guy who spews forth a slew of lewd sexual
activities, then proclaimed that he knew nothing of sex, "'Cause I'm an engineer." The
irony was lost on no one, true to the concept

to those from last year: "Cabdriver in New
York" and "Necrophilia Down by the Graveyard." Both were
enjoyable
and
crowd-pleasing, if
unsurprising songs
from the Chorallaries repertoire. Even
in the parody of
Paul Simon's "Me

taste.
Despite a
good
performance
and bad
-.--. „,
.c.+v..,or l
L .
andl
.r a few himn-

they have been entrusted. As longg as
which
tahlnid trash

gles on the delivery, the Choraiiaries ably
helped to maintain the crude tradition with

that the Concert in Bad Tasie will capita iize
on it.
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fills
our lives.
you can be certtain
--,

and Julio Down by

the Schoolyard,"
the soloist showed
signs of falling
apart, not a particularly good sign on
·a Chorallaries'
standard. The sheer
catchiness of the
tunes, playfulness
of singer-audience
interaction, and
polish on ihe
Chorallaries' Wall
of Sound were
good enough to
earn these two
encores the loudest
applause of the
evening.
The Chorallaries' Bad Taste '94
was

largely

an

unqualified suc.W_
cess, achieving a
balance between The Chorallaries presei nt Bad Taste 94 on Saturday at 11:59 p.m.

YUEH Z LEE--THE TECHf

the m it shakespeare ensemble p resents
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La Sala de Puerto Rico
thursday, friday, saturday
march 10-12 and 17-19
»*

I
L

8pm

I

w

admission $7, mit/wellesley students $5 for info and reservations call 253-2903

I

directed by Kermit Dunkelberg * music composed by Adrian Childs v set by Maria Redin * lighting by James Kirtey
and Dan Gruhl o costumes by Julie Rowhein ·made possible in part by a grant from the Peter DeFlorez fund for humor
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Call 1-800-FN'DS NU (in Ilinois, call 708-4915250), or fax (708-491-3660) or mail this coupon
to Summer Session '94, 2115 North Campus Drive,
Suite 162, Evanston, Illinois 60208-2650, for your

free copy of the Summer Session '94 catalog
(available in M'varch).

Send the catalog to 0 my home

O my school.

Name
School Address
City

State

Zip

State

Zip

Home Address

City

Northwestern is an equal opportunity educator and employer.
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When, Where, and How to Vote

Some parts of the vote program are available to all
Athena users, and some are available only to eligible
voters. Anyone, for example, may look through information about the current election, including the platforms of candidates, descriptions of current proposals,
and other items relevant to the election. You will be
able to do this anonymously. If you wish to vote,
though, you will need to enter your regular Athena pass-

Polls for paper ballots are open from 8:30 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. in the Student Center, Lobby 7, Walker
Memorial, and outside Baker House (inside if rain) on
Wednesday, March 9. Students must present a valid
MIT Undergraduate Student ID.
Electonic voting will take place through 10 p.m.
Tuesday, March 8. (See below for more information.)

Preferential Balloting
Preferential voting is a system whereby the second,
third, etc., preference of a voter can be taken into
account if his favorite candidate is eliminated from consideration. Voters are instructed to indicate their first
preference, second preference, etc., on their ballots.
Ballots are sorted by first choices. If no candidate
has received a simple majority, the ballots of the weakest candidate are resorted according to the second preference indicated. Ballots with no second or subsequent
preferences listed are rejected.
If, after this sort, no candidate has a simple majority,
the process continues; each time .the smallest pile is
redistributed according to the next lower indicated
choice.
It is important to remember: your first candidate's
chances are not affected when you indicate subsequent
choices. The subsequent choices will only be examined
if your favorite has been eliminated.

ite-ln Candidates
Voters are not restricted to choose among candidates
listed on the ballot. A voter may write on the ballot the
name of any undergraduate. A write-in must receive at
least five percent of the votes cast to be elected.
Any undergraduate student is eligible for election to
an office. The Election Commission requires a write-in
candidate to sign a statement, before taking office,
showing he promises to fulfill the duties of his office.
Write-in candidate's statements are not presented

'word

l

here.

In the event that no candidate receives five percent
of the vote, the elected members of the new class councils will be responsible for selecting a student to fill the
vacant position.

Electronic Voting
The Undergraduate Association and the Dean for
Undergraduate Education and Student Affairs are proud
to continue to offer electronic voting to the MIT campus. It is the hope of the Election Commission and the
Dean that providing both electronic and paper voting
options will make the electoral process more convenient.
All eligible voters with Athena accounts can log in
to a workstation in person or through dialup and type a
few simple commands to cast a ballot in the 1994 UA
General Election. Voting on Athena will be allowed
until midnight on Tuesday evening, March 9, 1994. For
those who prefer, paper balloting will be available at
various ballot box locations on Wednesday, March 9,
1994.
To vote on Athena, type:
athena% add ua
athena% vote
If you log in through a dialup machine, you will not
want to receive any Zephyrgrams while you are voting.
The program will tell you how to temporarily disable
Zephyr, and after voting has finished, how to restart it if
you wish.

toveriy your

identity and eligibility to vote. Your

password is used solely for the purpose of verifying
your identity and is not transmitted over the network,
retained, or used for any other purpose.
To be considered eligible to vote, you must be a registered student of MIT and be either a full-time or lightload degree-candidate undergraduate, a degree-candidate
special student undergraduate, or a graduate student in an
internship program who has not yet received your S.B.
From the time you type your password, you will
have 20 minutes to finish voting. If time expires, the
system will disconnect, but will continue to consider
you eligible to vote; you could, of course, immediately
rerun the program and vote. While you are voting, you
will be connected to the voting system, which will
maintain a safe, private connection between your workstation and the system. The system may inform system
operators if you timeout or if other errors occur.
The Election Commission is eager to hear your comments and suggestions about the voting system, and
invites you to send email to vote-commentsgathena. If
you have a specific situation that needs immediate attention, you can visit the Undergraduate Association
Offices in room 401 of the Student Center, call 3-2696,
or send email to voteopsgathena.
The integrity of the voting system and the privacy of
its information are of prime importance to the
Commission and to the Dean. Actual, attempted, or conspired tampering with the system, including voting for
someone else without his/her permission, is unacceptable and will be taken very seriously. MIT will pursue
all disciplinary and legal remedies to protect its property
and rights and the privacy of its students and employees.

UA rresicicntV vie Presidient
Vijay Sw-li-arm

Cohin Page

&Michael Evanis
To cover up a do nothing attitude the
UA holds a forum whenever there is a cri-

Rebecca Mulh
&Clie
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sis and proceeds to explain why it can do

How many people have you heard say
UA doesn't do anything for me"? We
"..I.;'The

Photograph

believe the problem does not lie in what

Avaible
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moneys. We will reduce the amount the . .i.
p Wtel
frs l itfnsidious effects
pends
on wast
„
,, of harassment on the basis
eds s
sp
e onwastiefuleaderkship.
The
orsexualprefeeta
gender,
ofrace,
sothatstu
etc.)
(food atmeetingsretreats,
the and
our disposal
resources
use
dent activities the lifeblood of campusat
i nl worlc with the administration to
w
the
life, will benefit. We intend to set
address th l s issue.
precedent of using the Bush fund for pro
The US shouldn't be a hang-out for
jects that will have long lasting benefits for
people trying to pad their resumes. The
the MIT undergraduate community
Finally, we see a problem on this campus UA should be accessible to the opinions of
that the UA has miserably failed to the students and should facilitate the
e
address. MIT is hard enough so that it administration's awareness of thstudent
should not be made more difficult by the issues.

This annual election supplement is produced by The Tech in conjunction with
the Undergraduate Association Election Commission. The statements contained are
the opinions of the candidates and are not those of The Tech or the Undergraduate

r o example,

are

o
n
ayorounw
apenw howmanyofyucknow

a
he Uo sponsors he Course
Guide or helped start
Safewalk program of the new Student
Cable Group which will bring new student-run programming to TV 36.
Both of us have experience with the
UA Government and know what needs to
be changed. I (Vijay, Class ofo95) am curSewalk programer theUA Council and
have served on the Executive Committee
of the UA for 2 years. I (Carrie, Class of
'96) am currently the UA SecretaryGeneral (administrative liaison) and Class
of 1996 Vice-President. I have also served
o

2 years.
for Committee
the Executive
In ccpaigning, we have madd our
priority meeting students and letting them
know who we are. You'll notice that we
didn't send petitions around lecture but for
the most part asked people to sign them
ourselves. ve want to know what you
think and who you are. If yvou have ay
questions or comments, please fee frge to
contact us. wejay can be reached at
veejvathena, and Carrie at cmuh@athena.
We're here to serve you.
So please remember to vote on March 9
and elect Vijay and Carrie for UAP and
UAVP.

Association Election Commission.
Design and Layout: Garlen C. Leung '95
Election Commission Chairman: Rishi Shrivistava '97.
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The class of 1994 is moving on and we need to stay close
as a class and close to MIT. As your president, helping all of
us stay together would be my job. Over the last 4 years, I have
enjoyed wide and varied friendships in the class of '94. I feel
that I am in a very good position to maintain these contacts. I
am very knowledgeable about computers and the Internet and I

__

__ __
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Walter Babiec

Seniors, for many of us the next five years will prove to be
as exciting as the four years that we just spent at MIT. We will
be facing new and interesting challenges as we begin our professional careers or continue on with our education. Many of
us will be starting families. Some of us will even become civic
business leaders. Our opportunities will spread us across the
country and the world. This does not mean, however, that your
connection to MIT and the Class of 1994 has to end. It will not
if you elect the right class leadership for the next five years. As
a united alumni/ae class of MIT, we will be an increasingly
significant force in shaping MIT and the world.
A united class requires strong leadership. Leadership experienced in getting its message out to all members of the class.
Leadership experienced in marshaling the resources its class
has to offer. Leadership that has the will, experience, and
imagination to spearhead initiatives that will benefit the class.
Leadership that will see these initiatives through to successful
completion. Finally, the leadership you elect should be familiar with and experienced at using the resources that the MIT
Alumni/ae Association has to offer.
I believe that I fit this description better than the other candidates running for President of our class. In the last four
years, I have led two of our class' largest initiatives: the Class

c-
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Sita Venkataraman
Hey all you 94's! Yes, I'm running for Class President
once again, but this time for the 5-Year Council. I've been
serving of the Class of'94 Council for the past 2 years as
Publicity Chair and Secretary, and I would like to continue
enriching your lives a s the President of the 5-Year Council.
If elected, I will be sure to maintain and distribute periodically an updated listing of addresses of all the members of our
class so that we can contact each other as we wish to do so. I
also hope to put out a regular newsletter which will feature
updates on the latest ventures and accomplishments ofindivid-
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Let us work together to communicate and stay active over
the next five years. My administration will see to it that we
visit you at your local alumni/ae clubs. We will be committed
to the completion of the Senior Gift Project and the planning
of a successful 5th Reunion. We will also be cognizant of the
fact that not all of us will be as successful in finding employment during these uncertain economic times. We will connect
those who are less fortunate with those who can help. Finally,
we will keep connections with the Institute, other alumni/ae
classes, and future students. No that you are leaving MIT,
class leadership means something different. Graduate to that
new level of leadership. Vote Walt Babiec for Class of 1994
President.

l

Kalen Yang
Organization, leadership, and commitment are factors to a successful senior class council. Despite
belief that student council is ineffective and used
name a few things to counter that thought - the B
Senior Class Career Fair, and Senior Week. Having
Vice-President of the Class of 1995 for two years
member of Ring Committee and the Student A
Council, I am very familiar with the process ofpulii
event successfully. And let me tell you, I've got BIG
this coming year. In addition to the career fair (whN
land you a "fat" job as well as rake in over $17,00.

EMETA~

* Alumni Connections: MIT friendships and connections
are worth keeping; therefore, I will be dedicated to maintaining
an accurate record of Class of'94 addresses.
* Senior Gift: Our senior gift is our legacy to MIT. I will
work with the Senior Gift Committee to ensure a successful
implementation of our gift at MIT.
Vote for dedication - Vote for Patti Dunlavey! I'll keep
going and going and going...
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As Vice-Presildent of the Class of 1995, I want to
class come together to enjoy our final year. We need as
and meaningful events to mark our Senior year. Therebe socials, study breaks, formals, and picnics. Class rn

as the Class of 1994. I feel that as your Vice-President I

can help this, ease the communication, keep our class in touch
in the ensuing years. I feel that I can provide and organize a
memorable and enjoyable class reunion in 1999 - our 5th
year class reunion! Congratulations, good luck and Hey!
Please Vote for Me!

Vice

L-

Quentin E.Walker

years we need to communicate, stay in touch, and keep

-
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Jennrifer Chu

President of the Class of 1994, 1 will make communicaone of my priorities.

In order for us to have an awesome Senior Weekequally good senior year, we're going to need a lot oi:
fast. The class council's goal for the next year should consistent fund-raising attempts throughout the whole yv

O
oe my
a.
Of course, there are also other matters which concern us.
We need to make sure that our class gift gets the funding and
s"ppori it deserves. And, or course, tereis our first reunion 5
years from now to be planned.
Thanks for reading this - hope the rest of the term goes
well. And remember to vote on March 9th!
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As class secretary, I will be dedicated to the Class oi
I understand what the position of Secretary entails, an.
to:
. Keep organized, concise minutes and notes.
* Inform the entire class about VA class council G
sions and decisions.

Statement not provided by candidate.
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I am very excited about the opportunity to sere
president of the class of 1995. I have set forth many
the new term, namely, to increase class interaction
class sponsored events and to make our last days
(Senior Week) memorable ones.
Publish a monthly newsletter: to keep member:
class updated and spotlight members to increase class
ness.

Catherine Dowrward
Photograph
Not
Available

Statement not provided by candidate.

Not
Available

ual members of the Class of '94. In addition, I will maintain
close correspondence w-ith the Senior G'ift rnnri-i;ee and the
Alumni Association to ensure that steady progress is made on
the installation of the senior gift. Most of all, I hope to plan an
amazing, fun-filled 5-year reunion that will be well organized,
well publicized, and well attended!
It's important that we remain active as a class after we
graduate. I will work hard to keep the connections strong
amongst the members of the Class of '94 as well as with the
great institution that brought us all together. Please take this
matter seriously and vote for leadership, responsibility, and
dedication. ... I'll keep going and going and going. ...

n aated

Soon, we'll all be graduating and going our separate ways.
Some of us will stay in the Boston area, others will move
across the country and all over the world. The main task of the
officers ofihe Class of i 994 is to keep in touch with everyone.
Maintaining good communications is important - we can
develop networks to help us find jobs, for example, or to find
out what everyone else is doing with their lives. If elected
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Hey Class of '95 People! You are all aware of t.
very little effort has been produced in the past towE
ing our class together. Senior Year is our final yea
perhaps the most important. Let it not be a repetit
past 2 1/2 years; let us have an amazing Senior Year.
uate with some great memories as the Class of upcoming year therefore needs a dedicated Presiden.
sesses strong enthusiasm and can make Senior Yea.
for all of us. I would like to take this opportunity tc
last year the most memorable one. I am fully aw:
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Mehran Islam

Ring Program and the Senior Gift Program. It is not an easy
task to communicate with a group of one thousand people, get
their opinions, and turn their ideas into real results. My committees have done that in both of these programs. I also offer
you four years of experience with the Alurnni/ae Association
as an intern, Vice-President for Alumni/ae Relations of the
Student Alumni/ae Council, and Senior Gift Chairman. I have
worked at reunions and alumni/ae student connection activities
and understand what makes them a success. In short, I am the
only candidate for President who offers you both experience
with class leadership and the MIT Alurnni/ae Association.

In aidUalive the friendships, memories and experiences we have cre-

few short years, we will be finishing our first four years of
higher education. Whether your path is that of graduating,
heading off to a job, staying at MIT or going on to graduate
schools, one thing all these paths have in common is they are
going their separate ways. As our ways diverge over the corn-

Tai
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Rama Chirsvolu

Why would anyone want to be a class officer for five
years... especially after leaving MIT?!?
* The 5-year reunion: Our first reunion is important; it will
set the stage for our continuous involvement in alumni activities. I will work hard for a well-planned, well-publicized, and
exciting reunion in 1999.
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For 3 years, we have done nothing! I always tho-'
one else would do it for us, but no one has. As vy
from my service record, I am the most experience

Photograph
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Patti Dunlavey
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Mark Herschberg

would like to see them utilized in keeping us in touch with
each other. I have been very active in the social life here at
MIT. I have organized many parties at MIT including Strat's
Rats and the Burton Third's XXIIIrd Annual Alumnae
Weekend. I therefore feel that I would be the most qualified
person to organize our fifth year reunion. Welcome to Our
Party- 1999 style.

Ahcia Alen
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Miariquita Gilfilan
Photograph
Not
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Statement not provided by candidate.
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eight somevu can see
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cated candidate for this office. We've got 1 year left... Let's
Make it Count!
Ideas: Study Breaks, Beach Trips (rent transportation),
newsletter, parties, amusement park trips, dances, pub nights,
movie nights, BBQ, Senior Class Games!
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enormous time commitment behind the plentiful duties of a
Senior Class President; I am ready to take on this responsibility and successfully carry out my task. I have gained experience in working with people and organizing events through the
position of President of the Hunger Action Group. Pursuing
other activities, such as college sports (crew, JV tennis) and
being on the Public Service Center Steering Committee, I have
also learnt to efficiently manage my time among different
commitments, a quality essential in Senior Class President. I
am eager to serve you, and make next year our best on at
MIT!!
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Michael Negrete
The major role of the Junior Class President is to lead the
junior class in the organization and the implementation of a
great number of fund raisers. The proceeds from these fund
raisers are to be kept by the class until they become seniors.
During their senior year, the class council organizes many
class activities and these activities are largely funded by
money raised by the Junior Class Council. Often times the
Senior Class Council receives much of the credit for a successful Senior Week, but in actuality, it is the Junior Class Council
which should be receiving some of the credit for without their
successful fund raising events, Senior Week would not be possible.
The Junior Class President doesn't receive much credit

Mlatthew Turner

Hello, my name is Matthew Turner, and once again, I want
to represent you, MIT's Class of 1996. Over the past year, we
have had many exciting class events. These events proved we
are the leading and most spirited class at MIT.
Last year as President, I was elected to promote school
spirit, iilpirove ihe networking of our class, improve the student faculty relations, and address issues that concern you. As
a result, I expanded the class council to include representatives
from the dorms, ILG's, fraternities, and sororities. They were
used to help plan successful events and increase the networking among our class. The unprecedented student faculty study

For the past two years, I have worked diligently as your
Publicity Co-chair on '96 Class Council. For this coming year,
I would like to serve as your Vice President. As always, I will
strive to my utmost ability to bring your ideas and complaints
to the Council's and UA's attention, as well as organize events
that merit your time and attendance. I would like to keep spirit
high by bringing back the boat cruise, Class semi-formals, and
student/faculty study breaks. Furthermore, I'd like to organize
an intra-class field day similar to Battle of the Classes, but
structured around a particular sport such as softball or soccer.
Hopefully, I can also put together a Class Picnic either in the

*Implement a committee system: to increase efficiency of
class sponsored events, increase the range of ideas and get
more people involved.
. Create a e-mail network: to finally put together a mailing
list via Athena.
* Host more class sponsored events: faculty cocktail hours,
business card exchange dinners, spring semi-formnal,- athletic-,
events.
@Raise $15,000 for Senior Week: host career fair with
increased efficiency and scope, sales of class T-shirts.

MNichael Cho
In two full years of being secretary, I've gained invaluable

amounts of experience. Something that greatly helps in this
office. My goals include continuing lines of communication

man
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Although I do not have much previous experience with the
UA, I am interested in working on the Finance Board for several reasons. First, I believe that our money should be allotted
fairly and appropriately, and I want to work first hand on making sure that funds are not being allocated needlessly.

$10,000 in a hurry (including the Career Fair in the Fall) and I
would make it my personal responsibility to make sure we get
that money. Please vote for me, our class needs to take action
fast!
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@Keep open communication between members of the
Class of 1995 and our UA Class Council.
B
Actively participate in planning class activities and
events.
Our senior year is our last chance at class unity. I hope to
work with the other '95 class council members to make our
senior year at MIT a memorable one. ...

Athena
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keeps us busy, but we proven that we can still have fun. My
goals and expectations for our class are very high and with
your vote they can be reached. I will do my best to achieve
these goals and to represent you, the MIT Class of 1996.

class council. Besides being publicity chair, I am on the
Committee of Undergraduate Admissions and Financial Aid
and the Medical Consumer's Advisory Board. I am also
presently Alpha Chi Omega Sorority's 6th Annual Lip Sync
Co-chair a member of the Fraternity Relations Council, and
was Recording Secretary of my pledge class. Although I am
active in other activities besides class council, my role on the
council has and will continue to be one of my top priorities.
Therefore, vote dedication and experience; Vote for Michelle
Nee for Vice President.

- - - 0D~se~s~a

between the class and the class council; to better address social
and exceptional needs of the class. I hope you'll remember the
newsletters and events we've had ... and choose wisely.
Thank You.

_
Secondly, it would allow me an opportunity to understand
more about the UA and gain experience working with budgeting and accounting. I am running for Senior Class Treasurer as
well in hopes that the knowledge I gain working with the
Finance Board will aid me in our class' need to raise enough
money for Senior Week and our Class Gi ft.

Evelvn Kao
Photograph
Not
Available
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ing new ideas and plans to raise our class spirit. This place

LA Finance Board

Treasurer, I would go about planning ways we can raise

money
nclude
*ar. As

break was a true success in improving relations. The pizza
study breaks and the "Party Before Grades" boat cruise generated a lot of class spirit and enthusiasm. Some of the issues
addressed last year, cable TV and Internet in the dorms, have
been handled. As I finish this term, I plan to carry out the
planned events and do some sort of community service.
As Junior Class President, I intend to continue implement-

--

Jennifer Chu

and an

when he or she does a good job because the results aren't usually seen until the following year. Since I've never been one to
pursue the limelight, I have no problem assuming roles which
are extremely important yet not extremely visible. Through my
extensive work organizing and implementing various community service projects, I have come to enjoy improving the lives
of others as an anonymous individual. It is my belief that some
things are better off done in anonymity because then you know
that a person performed that act because they wanted to and
not because they desired the positive attention.
I have obtained much fund raising experience through my
involvement in various community service organizations and I
promise you that if elected to this office, I will do my best to
raise the funds necessary to make our senior year the best it
can be. All I ask of you is to give me a chance.

.I-- ALEAMEZg _Ptsm
spring or early fall.
Michelle Nee
I have a lot of experience working in groups and on the

class treasury), there is Senior Week, Senior Gift Committee,
and additional fund-raisers to plan. In collaboration with the
other three class councils, I also hope to resurrect Battle of the
Classes and plan SDrinng Weekend events. Through a cass
newsletter, I hope to keep everyone informed of upcoming
events and to encourage participation and input from all. Next
year, being our last together, I plan to organize pub nights and
various other social events to just hang out "be merry" with
fellow seniors. I have the time, experience, and enthusiasm to
meet the challenging demands of this office. Vote for me and I
promise to make our final year at MIT our most memorable
one.

need to be informed of these events and other activities to help
us get through our Senior year and realize our goals afterwards. MIT provides us with a unique opportunity to meet
many diverse and interesting people, and we need to take
advantage of this opportunity.

1996
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I am enthusiastic about getting involved in UA. I am interested in handling money. I have talked to past and present
members of the board to understand what the position entails. I
believe that I am responsible and that I will do a competent,
objective job.

DennisYancey
Photograph
Not
Available

I, Dennis Yancy, feel that I can contribute all that is
expected of a Finance Board member. i would like to be a part
of Finance Board because I am very interested in providing the
Finance Board with someone who represents different student
groups and has knowledge of many of the organizations. I
have past experiences with handling money as the fonner
Vice-President or the Junior Engineering and Technological
Society (JETS). While in thds position I had many responsibilities, one of which was managing money. Another, which may
be said to deal indirectly with mPney, was making major decisions on how affairs of the organization would be handled.
This is what is done by the Finance Board in the allocating of

funds by determining how much money a student group
deserves and will receive. I know that I am capable of doing
this and doing it well.
I am a good candidate because of my past experiences in
dealing with people and being on executive board. I have
many fresh new ideas to contribute, as a result of work in the
past and through discussion with members of executive boards
of student groups on campus. I am a responsible person who is
industrious and hardworking. I know what it takes to make an
organization run smoothly and I am willing to donate the extra
time that it may take, outside of what I am asked, to make sure
that the Finance Board runs as it should. I hope that you will
not overlook my capabilities when choosing executive members of the Finance Board.
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ivMatthew Mucklo
The question you should be asking
now that your second year at MIT is
close at hand is, "What has my class
done for me so far, and what MORE
can it do for me our sophomore year?"
Next year will be as good as you make
it. You could have more frequent study
breaks with free food and music. You

Craig M.Robinson

I do not wish to bore you with

political jargon or unrealistic promises,
I simply want you to know you to
know that I am dedicated, enthusiastic,
and take the position of president very
serious. As the freshman class president, I worked very diligently with the
other class officers in bringing study
breaks, T-shirts, sweat shirts, the AIDS
Dance-a-thon, Screw Your Roommate
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Lisa Ho

could have class T-shirts and boxers,
and a Fall/Winter Formal. You could
even have more frequent class newsletters delivered to your mailbox, a class
boat-trip, and class ILG/Dorm-floor
representatives. In other words, you
could have a great year and a lot of
fun, as long as you elect the right person to lead your class. If you vote for
Matt Mucklo, he'll get the job done.

As Treasurer, for the past year, I
have obtained a two thousand dollar
loan for the Class of '97. With this
money, the class council and I were
able to raise money and thus organize
activities, such as study breaks, cultural shock, and Freshman Only Week.
We have also formed committees to
better serve the class.
Not only have I enjoyed working
with the council to generate class spirit

Dance, Freshmen Only Week, newsletters, and many more freshmen activities. As class president, I would like to
continue working for our class; however, now that I have been granted experience, I would like to attack more
important issues on campus, while at
the same time, give the Class of '97
more of a voice on campus and in our
community. Therefore, if you want a
president with experience and a will to
work for you, vote Craig Robinson!

I was my class president all
through high school, and therefore,
have experience at this position. I am
enthusiastic and would like to get a
more active student government and a
more informed class. Some of my
ideas are an e-mail account for those
members of our class that want to be

Christinah-su
If you want someone who's cheery and
merry,

Re-elect Christina for Secretary
This year has been filled with events
that were new,
Such as a freshman class sweatshirt &
frosh only week too!
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Kori Bevans
Hi, I'm really looking forward to
running for the Vice-President of our
class. In High School, I was an executive member on the New Jersey State
Student Council (NJASC '97) and a

Mala Murthy

I had a wonderful time serving you
as VP this year, and 1 want to have the
opportunity again!
I feel that the other officers and 1
were successful this year. I hope you
all enjoyed "Freshman-Only" week,
the Screw Your Roommate Dance, the
cultural movie shock, the study breaks,
and the many other activities that we
planned for you.
Our goal this year was to increase
class spirit. It is important for the class
members to know one another and to
be proud of the Class of'97! I feel that
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I've done it this year, and it was lots of
fun!
I'm always quite willing to hear what
you say
If it concerns our great class in any old
way.
I'm well organized, reliable, and
responsible too,
What mor,.-_ can say?
Other than... Re-elect Christina Hsu
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Amy Kmura
& Amy Mousel

Photograph
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job done.
on it, a Follies-Variety Show (comedy), more study breaks spaced
throughout the year, fun and exciting
class shirts, one major class activity in
the spring vacation day like R/O but
better, selling T-shirts to incoming
freshman, and I am open to other suggestions. I am willing to put a lot of
time to make Student Government
even better.

and pride. I have also enjoyed maintaining our class budget. One thing that
I initiated is a Treasurer's Report for
the Fall and Spring Terms, so all the
money is accounted for and manifested
for all to see. I will leave this for future
classes so they will be better equipped
to handle the monetary procedures for
the class. I will continue to efficiently
fulfill the duties of the Treasurer, and
with the experience that I have gained
this past year, I will better represent
the Class of 1997.
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Pardis (Dee) Sabeti
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school council member since
Freshman year. This years officers did
a great job. I'd like to continue the tradition with: more study breaks, and
more class activities, and other ideas
that we get from your input!
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Lina Chen & Helen Chen

:i

We are truly glad for the opportunity of being on the 1997
Class Council as co-publicity chairs this year. We hope to gain
your support once again so that we can continue to keep you
informed and in touch next year. Keep the class of'97 spirit alive!
Chens for Publicity!

we have accomplished this task to
some extent, and we shall continue to
focus on promoting class unity through
social and educational activities.
However, next year is the time to
look towards different goals as well.
Besides building enthusiasm, we must
also deal with issues that face MIT,
and our class in particular, like UROP
funding, work study programs, community service, race relations, etc ....
And I plan to do this.
I enjoy serving the Class of 1997! I
want to take an active role in the leadership of our class. So, re-elect Mala
Murthy, Class of '97 Vice President!
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potboiler is of course not going to
happen, and romantic/criminal
cted by John Bailey.
entanglements that ensue are never
ten by Roy Carlson.
really resolved at the end. But the
'ing Ed Harris,
film is so haphazard in its developeleine Stowe,
ment of plot and character that the
cio Del Toro,
audience doesn't really care. A
Charles Dance.
somewhat bold casting move for Ed
Harris, who has been a great characicott Deskin
ter actor, to play the male lead was a
7 ATE AR 7S EDITOR
mistake: he neither has the physical
he woes of Orion Pictures
presence nor the charisma to draw in
lately have been a bit, well,
an audience. Stowe's performance is
painful to observe. The onceworse: she alternately plays the vicdefunct studio's pictures that
tim and aggressor with relative indifbeen sitting on the shelf since
ference-even the sex scenes seem
I have finally been promoted to
rigidly cardboard-like. When Stowe
the light of day: as a result, the
strips down bare to skinny dip in a
s of Robocop 3 and Car 54,
lake with her co-star, the implied sex
re Are You? have been buried as
is as subtle as a gunshot wound to
as they were exhumed. The latthe head.
pffer from Orion, titled China
The performances of the other
n, is a marginally classier effort
actors are similarly stiff and unsurultimately is done in by its own
prising. It was as if the filmmakers
r scripting and less-than-inspired
operated with a textbook of 1940s
ig.
E;ffB
E film noir and still couldn't get it right
7hina Moon, originally made in
(maybe because this film is in color).
:l~d~
2, is the story of Florida police
The only other noteworthy thing
ctive Kyle Bodine (Ed Harris)
about this film is its title, which is
I
how he is drawn into a web of Homicide Detective Kyle Bodine (Ed Harris) introduces himself to the dangerously beautiful Rachel
mentioned once by Kyle to Rachel:
gue, sexual affairs, and murder Munro (Madeleine Stowe) In this steamy thriller China Moon.
"When the moon is like a big old
n he crosses paths with mysterious femme
Rupert Munro (Charles Dance), an abusive, on her husband when she finally tries to break
plate of china, strange things happen." The
e Rachel Munro (Madeleine Stowe). She cheating husband.
free from her marriage. The rest of the film
film's reference to the title is pretty shallow,
meets him in a bar and surreptiously
Things start to get sticky when Rachel and concerns a cover-up, in which Rachel enlists which rather neatly sums up the movie. China
es on to him, sparking the sexual desire of Kyle have their own affair and a conflict
Kyle's reluctant help to keep her out of the Moon goes nowhere quickly and ends on a
bachelor cop. He soon finds out, along between husband and wife appears imminent. hands of the law so that they can live hannilv
narticiirlary sour note: that perhaps there is nn
his partner Lamar Dickey (Benicio Del It comes as no surprise, then, that after she ever after.
justice in the world. This may really be the
A), that Rachel is wife of bank president buys an unregistered firearm she should use it
The happy ending part in this neo-noir case if you are unable to get a refund.
FINk
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nselors for prestigious children's
imer camp in Maine who posses
)ng skills in tennis, basebail,
fosse, fishing, archery, crew,
ire study, photography, wind surfsailing, canoeing, kayaking, mararts, basketball, horseback ridgymnastics, art, piano, drama,
oe trip leader, and WSI swim
ructor. References and interview
uired. Telephone: (617) 721-

I

ate Your Live Brain to Science,
II The Dept. of Brain & Cognitive
nces seeks subjects with various
uistic backgrounds for experits about all kinds of cool stuff
pay some amount of money for
ng lengths of time. Send e-mail
Iollylab@psyche.mit.edu for a
;tionnaire and details.
g Break '94 Cancun, Bahamas,
ca, Florida & Padre! 110% Lowrice Guarantee! Organize 15
s and your trip is FREE! Take A
Student Travel 800-328-7283.

Legal
problems? I am an experienced
itirney and a graduate of MIT who
i!iwork with you to solve your legal
irObiems. My office is conveniently
located in downtown Boston, just
Tiirutes from MIT via the MBTA. If
tour
problem involves high tech law,
atonsumer or business law, family
law, real estate, accidents or litigation; call Attorney Esther Horwich at
523-1150, for a free initial consultation.

UNFORTUNATELY, THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE AE TTING
TOO MANY RETI
NT DOLLARS.

The Tech subscription rates: $20
hne year 3rd class mail ($37 two
rears); $55 one year 1st class mail
,$105 two years); $60 one year air
inail to Canada or Mexico or surface
iiailoverseas; $140 one year air
'nail overseas; $10 one year MIT
iail (2 years $18). Prepayment
Squired.
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I10. Rainforest chainsaw operator.

8. Drivers wit turn signal

guaranteed security of TiAA to the
diversified investment accounts of

What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices-from the

s.

CREF's variable annuity-all backed

for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not

".
"ra'"VloI I...

7. Las Vegas loungeacts.
6. Unregistered voters.
5. Frozen dinner enthusiasts.
4. Javelin catcher.
3. Someone inexpress
checkout line with
eleven items.
2. Chain-smoking
gas station attendant.
i. Drugusers.

cover. Becauseyour contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

by the nation's number one retirement
system.
lxx.y/v write off the chance for a

I

rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

Benefit nowfrom tax deferral. Call our SRA horline1800-842-2733, ext. 8016.
AAr

Ensuring the future
for those who shape its"

U

L

PARTNERSHIP FOR A DORUGREE AMERCA

--

easily avoid with TiAA-CREF SR

in your quality of life.

to build retirement income-especially

I

Alv on.
norrti

-_
-

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference

SRAs not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way

9. Millionres inprison.

This space donated by The Tech

of people make ahuge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
very year, a lot

_.

CREF crttuialtesare d)itributedby 7'IAA -CREF /nic
it'Z)ul and Isttlzut:nVal Setr'ier. Far mare complete ti/firnuttin, izcludin.q char.e
, etli .'tn.ir.',
call 1 801-842-2733, ext. 8016 fior a prospectus.Read the prospectru carefully before you inmes! or rend money.
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KENDALL BARBERS

Institute to Shut Down Gray

4 BARBER STYLISTS

By Arif Husain
STAFFREPORTER_

Haircutting for Men and Women
Monday thru Friday 9:15 to 5:15

I

The MIT Supercomputer Facility
will be shut down June 30 due to
"financial constraints and an uncertain hardware landscape," according
to a letter by MITSF Co-directors
Robert A. Brown and Anthony T.
Patera.

(Appointments Avail. Thurs. Evenings 5 to 8)

(617) 876-1221

238 Main Street, Cambridge, MA 02142
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The following persons have been nominated by the stockholders of theociety to run for
election as Student Directors during the 1994-95 academic year:
~M.l.T.

~

Undergraduate Students
Yenkatesh Murtphy

Howard Man

M.I.T. Graduate Students
Anton Pil

Rosaine GSuiati

Harvard/Radcliffe Undergraduate Students
Johan Hueffer
Daniel Saul

Curran Campbell
Justin Goodyear

Harvard Graduate Students
Peter Blackshaw

IMark Colodny
James Franklin

The Cray X-MP supercomputer
was used for computationally-intensive studies by nearly every department of science and engineering,
said Eddie Andrews, an administrator in the Provost's Office.
The facility was a collaborative
effort focused on making time on
the Cray available for education and
research on campus, Patera said.
The supercomputer provided
software that ran much faster than
regularly available software, making
for a better educational environment, according to Patera.
Although the upcoming shutdown may hamper some research,
Patera does not feel it is a setback,
since the Cray is an outdated, discontinued model, he said. "The
Cray is now an old machine. ... The
new workstations will very quickly
eclipse our old and venerable supercomputer."
Current ulse rs mmay subscribe to
the supercomputing facilities provided by the National Science Foundation, which grants free usage for
educational projects throughout the
country.
The mainframe will be returned
to its manufacturer at the end of its
5-year agreement, Patera said.
Many used supercomputer facility
Access to MITSF was granted
through purchase of research time
by interested parties or in block educational grants to Institute departments, Patera said.
In addition, students could
access the supercomputer for up to

Ballots will be distributed to all student members in late March for the election of
eleven Student Board Members.
Additional nominations for Student Directors may be made and are encouraged by the petition
process. Information and applications are available at the Cashier's Office of any Coop store or in the
President's Office in the Harvard Square store.

15 minutes per day through tl
Transparent Computing Modu
project, which allowed them r In by .
some commands on the Cray.
This service was widely used 1
undergraduate and graduate stiudents, Andrews said. Patera adds-d
E
that there were more than 1,000 re
istered users in all.
While the bulk of usage waas
PSS
from MIT, Lincoln Laboratorie
E
Whitehead Institute, and the Woo<ds
:'fi
Hole Oceanographic Institute alsshe
held projects using the facility.
Although the Cray will be shtut
ae
down, the Data Center will continue
its other tasks. Administrative tasbks
were handled by an IBM ES90C
mainframe and an array of small
workstations, according to David IF.
er
"
-'^'"
Lambert, manager of Computee> r
Operations at the Data Center.
These tasks manage administera-.
tive matters, such as student regi;istration, business accounts, budg<
information, and payroll service Is,
Lambert said. The Data Center als
produces millions of pages of printited forns such as ledgers, finance
statements, and other administration
its .41
documents.
The Cray had two InformatioalD
Systems workers designated to i
physical maintenance. MITS
employed IS to provide technic;
services such as regular backup
hardware and software support, anid
/ l
network maintenance.
MITSF was responsible fo
administrative support, including
the creation of accounts, and thheg
I
sale of usage time on the facility.

Final date for petitions is Friday, March 11, 1994
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eBwlett Packard HP4e8GIGraph:ic Scientifie
Calculator.

Ii

With built-in 32K memory. Plus
hundreds of built-in equations,
graphics and calculus combined like
never before in a calculator. HP
EquationWriter application, symbolic
math capabilities open new
possibilities.
Every Day Value Price

Detects and cleans viruses

INorton Utilities

from your Macintosh
computer.Educational
Discounted Price

for the Mlae V2¥ s.
Educational Discounted Price

W9.95

neweftt Packard

lip--!On
P-9B an
me

$49X95

,rs
CmIS-;amnt
iH.

$i49.99

The premier productivity tool for commercial real
estate, banking and finance. Features more than 450
functions for finance and real estate.
Every Day Value Price $1 39.99

Symantec C++ for the M tc:.
Educational Discounted Price $89s95
Norton UtiBlities for the IBM 1V7.®.
Educational Discounted Price
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The Coop at Kendall Square

Valid University Studenlt, Staff or Faculty ID
Required for Software Purchase.
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[FC Convicts Six Fraternities
udComm Issues Cornm. Relations Violations and Fines
Sarah Y. Keightley
rICUTIVE EDITOR

This year, the Interfraternity
uncil Judicial Committee is taking
active role in prosecuting commuyrelations violations. Since last
mer there have been community
ations convictions against six fraities, according to IFC JudCornm
air Daniel J. Dunn '94.
These charges range from noise
turbances to the incident in
ich members of Lambda Chi
ha painted homophobic slurs in
nt of Tau Epsilon Phi. The contions have led to community sere hours and monetary fines.
The IFC community relations
aws are meant to help fraternities
yin line with cunrnrtity stan-

ds, said Neal H. Dorow, assistant
n and adviser to fraternities,
rities, and living groups.
In the most recent conviction,
ma Phi Epsilon was fined $400
Feb. 22, for a second-time noise
nation. This fine was the largest
cnetary community relations fine
essed this year. The conviction
e after a neighbor complained
jan. 26.
The fine was considered to be
re, as the usual punishment is
munity service, said Dunn.
ever, JudComm justified the
because a previous noise cornnt was filed by the same neighin November, Dunn said.
In addition to the fine, SigEp
placed on community relations
ation. This means that a similar
eviction could carry an even
ter disciplinary measure.
gAithough SigEp President Eric
,Olson '95 said he was surprised
gthe fine, he added, "I think it's a
|od policy as long as it is conflled well, so as not to have noise
mplaints become weapons for the
mbmunity."
'iDunn believes that the fines do
-ter fraternities from breaking
Les. judComm tries to take discinary measures that undo the harm
ne and educate the members, he
d So the committee is "not only
airing harm, but keep [it] from
aurring in the future," he said.

which could have taken away BTP's
lodging license. The commission
agreed to have Dorow and the IFC
JudComm set the sanction, which
placed the fraternity on social probation until Mar. 31. During this
time, BTP cannot serve alcohol at
parties or cso-sponsor parties where
alcohol is served.
After the LCA-TEP incident last
term, IFC JudComm imposed a
sanction requiring LCA to conduct a
homophobia awareness program on
a campus-wide scale. As a result,
LCA helped sponsor a lecture given
yesterday evening.
Along with judging community
relations violations and Rush violations, the IFC JudComm also considers party violations.
Sigma Chi has received the only
L

conviction for a party violation this
term. This charge came as a result
of having used a direct reference to
alcohol on posters advertising a SC

Lcyirs Czhinese
-Restaurcml

party.

There are seven outstanding
charges for unregistered parties that
are in the process of being reviewed.
Convictions on these charges carry a
$50 fine to make fraternities abide
by the rules, Dunn said.

302 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
Orders to go, or dining in
FRE DELIVERYT TOHE MI.T. CAMPUS - $10 MINIMUM
Luncheon Specials served daily, 11:30 am. - 5:00 p.m., starting at $2.95
Special Dinner Plate just $4.95 all day long
10% OFF FOR SUDENTS WMT A VALD I.D.
(for dine-in dinners only, $10 minimum purchase)

MIT system unique
The fact that MIT fraternities
regulate themselves is important,
Dunn said.
Compared to other universities,
the MIT IFC is unique in that it is
self-regulating. Dunn said. Greek

Call 492-3179 or 492-3170
Monday - Thursday, 11:30 am. to 10:00 p.m.
Friday- Saturday, 11:30 a.m. to 11:00 p.m.
Closed Sunday
------s
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vfraternities convicted
.The other convictions include a
iety of incidents.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon was
irged with a noise conviction in
gust and with a second conviction
en someone threw a water baln from the house, hitting a pedesin who had just gotten a cast
loved, breaking her arm again.
Each member had to do 15 hours
community service before the
ernity could serve alcohol at an
nt, according to the JudComm
Fence given in November.
[n addition, SAE will not be perted to serve alcohol at events
n the end of August through Oct.
n order to educate next year's
freshman.
»AE President Jonathan D. Gass
said he and his brothers initially
ght the punishment was severe.
n they realized "it could have
i much worse" and fulfilled the
munity service hours, he said.
lpha Tau Omega was convicted
an incident last summer, where
ibers threw something off of the
) roof. ATO is on probation
September, and if a member
ws something off of the roof
re then, they will be denied
;s to their roof.
moreover, the members of ATO
to formulate a policy with
)a Sigma to not throw objects
Ftheir roofs.
a similar case, Delta Kappa
cn was placed on probation for
ring a paintball out of a house
)w this summer.
: the end of August, Beta Theta
rved alcohol to a minor from
n University who ended up at
ospital after consuming too
alcohol.
October, this case went before
oston Licensing Commission,

At 4.5 ibs., Canon's Typestar™10 and 220 may
IAbe lightweight, but they're heavyweights in
the world of portable typewriters.
They print crisp, clean characters sure to
impress the most demanding professors.
And they have automatic features
_
like word and character delete,
underlining and centering to make
it easier to create better looking
papers. On the Typestar 220, there's
Typestar 10

;

LI

-
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-
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even a built-in spell checker/corrector so you don't
have to drag along a dictionary.
What's more, their non-impact printing lets

you take them to quiet places such as the library.
And because they can also run on batteries, you
can even take them to the park.
ToR
find

Typestar 220

.- -

-
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hWilere you can

pick up a Typestar personal
typewriter of your own, call
1-800-4321-HOP.
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INina
A. seings
!Mai'96
'a..solo
--da-ing:theMuses'lastcncertof
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Nina A. Irani '96 sings a solo during the Muses' last concert of the year in Little Kresge on Friday.

FREE!
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Airline Reservations &
Ticketing Service
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PURCHASE YOUR PASSPORT PHOTOS AND
EURAIL PASSES FROM US

We need experts in the following areas: Unix, MS
Windows, Client/Server Architecture, C language,
Relational Data Bases.

American, United, Continental, Delta, IWA, Northwest, USAir,
British Air, Qantas, Air Canada, Iberia, Lufthansa, Swissair,
Air India, El Al, Icelandair, Alitalia, Aer Lingus, Viasa, or even
shuttle flights.

AVOID LONG LINES AT THE AIRPORT, MAKE

YOUR RESERVATIONS AND PICK UP YOUR
TICKETS AT THOMAS COOK/CRIMSON.
RIQ

I

Lisbon
Mexico
Milan
Sao Paulo
Santiago de Chile
Tokyo

Bahamas
Buenos Aires
Caracas
Hong Kong
London
Madrid

CRItISONTRAVEL

Santander Investment, Spain's premier Investment bank
Group, is an established leader in international finance,
with a recognized expertise in Latin America markets

Open Monday - Friday 8:30 am-5:00 pm

868-2666
-

Santander Investment has offices in the following cities:

, Lnra~w

One Broadway· CAMBRIDGE
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Career Opportunities in Information Technology

IF YOU'RE TRAVELING ON ANY OF
THESE AIRLINESo .
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Tuesday, March 15, 1994
5pm
at
Room 4-15 9
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a presentation

THOMAS (COOK/CRIMSON isan official authorized agent for
all airlines and there is no extra charge when you pick up your
tickets at THOMAS COOK/CRIMSON!
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! CMRAE, from Page 1

ture and Planning, Engineering,
Humanities and Social Sciences,
Science. In addition, Vest requested
the committee talk with the dean of
the Graduate School as well as the
Vice President and Dean for
Research. Vest also invited the committee to interview members of the
provost's advisory committee on
CMRAE.

ey
gram from the academic deans who
were involved in the center,
Wrighton said, and as a result he
decided to close the center.
Lechtman charges that the advisory committee chairman Peter C.
Perdue, associate professor of history, was biased against the CMRAE
and tried to manipulate the advisory
committee's final report.
"It is my hope that by examining and commenting upon the
process followed in arriving at the
CMRAE decision, this committee
will provide guidance for future
budgetary decisions which affect
research centers and laboratories,"
Vest wrote.
Vest asked the committee to
interview Lechtman, Wrighton, and
the deans of the schools of Architec-
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Diamond to Head Committee
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general ways in which future
charges of this sort should differ?
- Did the committee obtain
appropriate and sufficient input
from the community of individuals
involved in the work of the
CMRAE?
* Did the committee report and
other communications between the
committee members and the provost
sufficiently convey their views and
findings and appropriately reflect
any diversity of views within the
committee?
* Did the provost consult with
appropriate individuals or groups
before arriving at his decision and
confirming it with the president?

Vest raises six questions
In his charge, Vest asked the
committee to consider six questions
during its review:
- Was the membership of the
committee to advise the provost on
the matter of CMRAE appropriate
for the task? Was the procedure of
appointing it and selecting members
appropriate?
* Was the charge to the committee appropriate? If not, are there
-
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What major or minor changes

would you recommend in future
decision making processes of this
sort?
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MAJOR PERSONAL COMPUTER &
DESKTOP WORKSTATION AUCTION!
_

__

-LI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I

Over 5,000 New & Demo PC's, Workstations &9Peripherals
* PERSONAL COMPUTERS - APPLE - Quadra-605's, 610's, 650's,
700's, 840's, 900's, 950's, Macirntosh I!'s, I!si's, l1c's, Classic's, LC2's, Fx's,
SE's, Powerbook 140's, 165's, 180's, Newton Message Pad Comm.
Systems and more! COMPAQ - Deskpro 486's 386SX's,
Systempro/LT486SX-210's, Lite's - 386SL', Contura model 120's,
Prosignia 486. IBM - 386SX's, 386SLC's, 386DX's, 486's and more!
PC's from ACER/AST/DEC/NEC/NCR/H-P/LASER/TOSHIBA Featuring 286's, 386's, 486 Desktop's, Laptop's, Mini-Tower's & Server's.
_ %ORKS
TATr iON1S1 'vHi-P - Apoiio 9000 MDL 4001"s, 705's, 750Os,
DN 4500. SUN - Sparcstation2.
* PRINTERS APPLE - Laserwriter IIFs, IIG's IINTX's, Personal
Laserwriters NT & LS and Stylewriters. EPSON - Dot matrix
LQ1050's, FX850's & LQ870's. QMS - Laser 410's, 810T's, 820T's,
825T's & PS815's. OLIVETTI - Dot matrix DM600's. IBM - Laser
4029 042's. COMPAQ - Pagemarq 15ppm Printer. SEIKOSHA - SP2415P Wide Carriage Personal Printers, SK-30)05 Plus Color Business
Printers and LT-20 Laptop Printers.
* PERIPHERALS - Modems, CDlROMS, hard & floppy disk drives,
memory boards, printer acssories,

data displays, netwLork interaic_

i

I

I

cards, keyboards and monitors. From manufacturers including: Apple,
IBM, Toshiba, H-P, COMPAQ, NEC, DEC. Seagate, Pioneer, Conner,
Panasonic, Canon, Maxtor and more!

VISA and MASTERCARD

ACCEPTED!

No Minimums, No Reserves! - A10% Buyer's Premium Will Apply At This Sale. - MA Lie. -444
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SATURDAY, MARCH 19, 1994 at 10AM
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7 Shattuck Road, Andover (Boston), MA
Preview Friday, March 18, 9am-7pm

c

SHAWn/N IV. YUUNuruNG-TnHe T eCLH

Undergraduate Association presidential and vice presidential write-in candidates Lara M. Karbiner
'97 and Mleghan A. Jendrysik '97 pose with their "Secret Service agents" Jake M. Harris '97 and
Matthew K. Gray '95. If elected, the team promises to make Tetris on the Green Building a reali-
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ty, using money from the Vannevar Bush '16 fund.
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Call-for a free color brochure: 1800-543TDOVE
For more information & details, call 415-571-7400

FOSTER CITY, CA * LOS ANGELES, CA *GOLDEN, CO *ST. LOUIS, MO - WOBURN, MA
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MacintoshLC 475 4180, Apple Color Plus 14"Display, Apple Extended Keyboard I, PIUS the Apple StyleWriter 11.

Only $1,555 after $100 rebate!

·
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Right now, when you buy an already affordable Macintosh' LC 475 with
an Apple StyleWriter'Il or LaserWriter, you'll receive a $100 mail-in rebate
from Apple.* That's a hundred bucks now on a computer with fast 040
performance. Plus the Macintosh LC 475 is upgradable to PowerPC perfor-

·-:·,
···

:x:·····

mance in the future, if you need it.But that's not all. You'll also take home
seven popular software programs while supplies last. That's a complete
Macintosh system with a lot of goodies, at a really, unbeatable price. So,
what are you waiting for? College may last four years, but this offer won't.
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MIT Computer Connection, Student Center, Lower level
253-7686, mce
mit.edu
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Self-Help
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Tuition, from Page I
investment income.
Self-help level jumps 7.7 percent
"There's not much anyone can
do about tuition increases. They are
forced by the economic situation,"

said Undergraduate Association
President Hans C. Godfrey '94.
However, Godfrey is concerned
that the increase in the amount of
self-help may be too high, especially in light of recent changes in the
government policies regarding over-

Climbs

head and the Undergraduate.
Research Opportunities Program.
The self-help level is the amount
students are expected to provide
from loans and term-time work
before receiving scholarship assistance.
According to Godfrey, UROP is
an important source of funding for
students in financing their education. However, cutbacks in the program forced by government policies
will limit the number of UROP's
available next year.
This, coupled with an increase in

7.7

Percent

the amount of self-help MIT
expects, is a potential problem,
Godfrey said.
According to Vest, MIT is
"working to try to resolve this policy issue with the federal government. If this is not possible, then it
will indeed have a negative effect
on some students."
The UA will continue to do
what it can to help alleviate the
problem, said Godfrey. The UA is
working on helping the administration obtain funds from alumni, as

to

$7,650

Vest said. "Nonetheless, we must all
work together to reduce costs and
improve the efficiency and effectness of MIT wherever this can be
done while maintaining programs of
the highest quality. Indeed, I believe
that the quality of education is
growing even better through such
measures as the new Biology
requirement and expansion of the
Athena environment into the residence system."

dents more aware of the jobs that
are available.
In addition, the UA is currently
organizing a lobbying campaign to
reverse the government policies that
affect UROPs. "Before the end of
the year, [pro-UROP action] will
happen, but this will carry on into
the next administration," said Godfrey.
"All must recognize that there is
a price for educational excellence,"
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A Golden Tradition!
A Golden Value!
on Your M.I.T. Class Ring
During Jostens Ring Days

,Save

.¢

::
.

~

$130 Off I88€
$70 Off 14K

: .
0;0~~e~::::
March 9,11:30AM-IPMI at The Sloan School

- a -

::
:
: ::::::::::::"""::"*
arch 10-11, oon-PM at The Coop at Kendall
i
Mark your calendars now! Then put your hands on substantial savings when you order your class
ring during Josten Ring Days. Handsomely crafted and meticulously detailed, Jostens M.I.T. class
rings are available for seniors, graduate students and alumni.

Jostens Lifetime Golden Warranty:
e Resize your ring at any time FREE.
* Replace or repair any defects in materials or workmanship in either a
simulated stone or ring FREE.

* Change curriculum or graduation year FREE.
-

---h.

Stephanie Shaw '95 concentrates on her form during her performance on the balance beam at the Division 111Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference Championships Saturday in Du
Pont Gymnasium.

The Coop at Kendall Square
3 Cambridge Center
Mon-Fri 8:45-7:00
Thur Til' 8:30

__

JOSTENS
.

AMERICA'S COLLEGE RING

S;t 9:15-6:00
i
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Ours.
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It started with a vision about propelling business into the information age. Then took off with the world's first relational
database. It's now a billion-dollar, enterprise-wide software solutions company that keeps growing at about 25% a year-with
new products, bold technological strategies and a head start down the information highway. There s nothingto do here butgrow.
You either make history, or become it.
BS/MS CS/EE. You can become a:

Software Developer

· Technical Analyst

* Consultant

· Product Manager

We'll be on campus March 15-16. E-mail your resume TODAY!

O RAC LE
Equal talent will always get equal opportunity.

Oracle Corporation, 500 Oracle Parkway, Box 659501, Redwood Shores, CA 94065. E-mail: slynn@us.oracle.com / FAX: 415-506-1073 / PHONE: 415-5066991

ORACLE.01071.GROWTH.9.5
-
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A Coming Out Scene
Homophobia, from Page I

I

Is

GAMIT. "Why the shock therapy?"
he asked, referring to several
GAMIT posters including one
depicting partially nude men holding up condoms.
"One of the reasons why it's so
difficult for people to accept flagrant
displays of homosexual behavior is
they have become enured to vagrant
displays of heterosexual behavior,"
said Travis R. Merritt, dean for
undergraduate academic affairs.
Blumenfield said that the posters
could be a "form of desensitization"
to bombard people with images of
homosexual lifestyles, and might
also result from a sense of anger
with a community trying to keep
homosexuals back.
Another audience member said
that "heterosexuals don't need to
defend their actions" but homosexuals do, including the extreme cases.
"Instead of looking at each other
as GAMIT members and fraternity
members" the students should see
themselves as members of the same
group who have differences, Doshi
said.
Doshi invited the leaders of
GAMIT to a forum of student leaders
to iscss homoupnhobia on Mar. 31.

es his sexual orientation to his family, with his lover present.
He asked the audience to "be
conscious of what you're feeling
during this experience," and to "see
how [hornophobia] not only affects
the person coming out and his lover,
but how it affects the entire family."
Brian S. Gladstein '96 played a
conservative and disbelieving
father, who insisted it was all a joke,
and that "no son of mine" would be
gay. The son, Jeffrey A. Guertin
'96, said that it was nervewracking
to confront his parents.
While some might point to
homosexuality as the cause of the
family's conflict, Blumenfield said,
"it is homophobia that interrupts the
family, it is homophobia that we
need to guard against so that this
kind of scenario doesn't happen."
Shock therapy posters debated
Following Blumenfield's presentation, the audience asked Blumenfield and members of GAMIT about
homophobia-related issues.
IFC President Prashant B. Doshi
'94 began a discussion about the

i

pt upl by
posetrs
awareness
gay ........
I,,
l.,.owo ~u.

15 Ways to Combat Homophobia

I

.,
..

According to Warren J. Blumenfield
1. Be aware of the generalizations you make. Assume there are
lesbian/bisexual/gay people where you go to school, where you work,
etc. Don't assume that everyone is automatically heterosexual.
2. Notice the times you disclose your heterosexuality.
3. For sensitization, hold hands with someone of the same sex in a
safe public space.
4. Rcad positive lesbigay books and periodicals.
5. Wear pro-lesbigay T-shirts and buttons to show solidarity.
6. Attend lesbigay cultural and community events.

.,;

,I
-

7. Challenge homophobic jokes and epithets.
8. Use inclusive and affirming or gender-neutral language when
referring to sexuality or human relationships in everyday speech, on
written forms, etc.
9. Include sexual orientation as a protected category in your antidiscrimination policies in school and at work.
10. Extend spousal equivalency benefits to lesbigay employees on
par with heterosexual employees.
11. Monitor politicians, the media, and organizations to ensure
accurate coverage of lesbigays.
12. Work and vote for candidates taking pro-lesbigay stands
13. Initiate discussion, coordinate workshops, and include material in education curricula on the topic of homophobia and the lesbigay
experience
14. Develop support groups for lesbigay people and their heterosexual allies.
15. Implement and participate in a safe space program in your
school or workplace.
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Two prizes of $500 each for scholarly or critical essays
judged to be outstanding in any of the following fields or
in some interdisciplinary combination of them:

IFC Charges ILGs with
Community Violations
Violations, from Page 13
groups at other universities are not
allowed to regulate themselves
because their administrations do not
trust them, and they have no basis of
support to take disciplinary action.
Dorow said he is confident that
IFC JudComm is capable and
should handle these cases.
IFC's jurisdiction includes violations pertaining to Rush, parties,
and community relations. IFC JudComm can also act on MIT policy,
but this rarely comes up, Dunn said.
The board used to only handle Rush
violations, but now it is active year-

: II

round, he said.
In contrast to other schools,
MIT's IFC JudComm could theoretically recommend to remove freshman
housing status from a fraternity as a
severe punishment, Dunn said. Even
if the committee never does this, the
fraternities listen to us, he said.
MIT's IFC has two separate
boards, one for judicial review, and
one for investigation. Most schools
only have a judging board, according to Dunn. In addition, most
schools keep violations confidential.
But Dunn believes that the board
can "be more effective if people
know what we're doing."
-I

-

Anthropology
Archaeology
Art History
Economic History
Film and Media Studies
History
'History of Science and Technology
Literary Studies
Musicology
Philosophy
Politics
Women's Studies

I
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TEACHING?
I.
I

Athena® is now hiring students to
teach our minicourses next year.
Learn to teach, and earn a few bucks, too.
Interested? Write to <training@mit. edu>

Rules and Guidelines are available from the
History Office, School of Humanities and Social Science,
Room E51-210, 253-9846. The submission deadline is
Thursday, April 7, 1994, 5:00 p.m.

I

Look for our big ad in this Friday's Tech for more information.

®Athena is a registered trademark of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
i
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1The Anatomy of the Citibank
Classic card: a body of services and peace of
mind for students, now with No Annual Fee. For years, scientists could only
theorize about the Citibank Classic Visa ® card, unable to actually observe anything below its epidermal surface
(i.e. the plastic). Surely the highly intelligent services were evidence of an advanced brain. But with the latest
advances in x-ray technology, and when the light could catch the various parts just so, it was confirmed: the
I
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purchases you make on the card. Starting at the Lower Costal

|Spine, we see Citibank Price Protection can assure you of
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Citibank Classic Visa card is head to toe more evolved than
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Scieiisi ilheorize ihai ihe mind of the Citibank Classic Visa

~): ~best price. All you have to do is discover the same item
f~the

advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will
refund the difference up to $5.

Along the OopS
-Along the Oop-It-Slipped

cardmember (Fig. A) is secure because it receives superior

refund the difference p to $50

service: the mind of the non-Citibank Classic Visa cardmember
(Fi,.B) is not secure because-could it be?-it has a screw loose?

Disc, Buyers Security" can cover those purchases against

accidental damage, fire or theft, for 90 days from the date of purchase'; and Citibank Lifetime Warranty"' allows

purchases covered, no annual fee, and
a low rate, the Citibank Classic Visa

one to extend the warranty for the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years 2 So if you ever buy a

card will go easy on your Nervous

walkman, a stereo, whatever, it will be reassuring to know that Citibank can bend and be flexible while still lending

System. Call 1-800-CITIBANK

support. 1The backbone is then connected to the cranium or headbone. Look at the bottom of the page. The

(1-800-248-4226), extension 19.

Citibank Photocard has the head of the cardholder, as well as his or her own signature, right on the front. That
way, it will help prevent fraud. It will also make a good form of ID, since you get to choose your own photo. 51 But
what about the Nervous SystemThe fact is, it doesn't have one, not inthe spinal cord nor in the brain. What it has
is the Very Calm System. Because even if your credit card gets stolen, or gets lost, an involuntary muscle called
the Extendus Anewcardeus activates the Lost Wallet" Service which can replace your card usually within
24 hours. ¶ As suspected, there's another involuntary muscle: the heart--abeating and caring heart, big enough
to give students special discounts and savings. You'll receive a $20 Airfare Discount on domestic flights;
savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music; a low variable interest rate of 15.4%4;
and, No Annual Fee. (In other words, the card itself doesn't cost a forelimb and a hindlimb.) 1Naturally the
heart of the Citibank Visa card pumps life and personalized customer service into all its parts, 24 hours a
day. So no matter what the question you might have concerning your card, you need only call the
800 number. You'll find Citibank has a neck they are eager to stick out for you. They will always lend
an ear. Or a hand. They will keep an eye out for you. They will put their best foot forward. Etc. ] So call
to apply. You don't need a job or a cosigner.

il
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And call if you'd like your photo added to your

regular Citibank Classic Visa card. The number......
is 1-800-CITIBANK (1-800-248-4226),

... .

extension 19. T If we take an overview of the .....
whole body of services that make up the
Citiblank Classic Visa card, and consider that it willl
facilitate building a credit history, then you must
shake a leg, flex your index finger and call today.

.............
|
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1

:
Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

'Certain conditions and exclusions apply. Please refer to your Summary o Additional Program information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The Zurich International UK
Limited. Certain restrictions and limitations apply. Underwritten by the New Hampshire insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product and is at least the
minimum based on retail industry data. Details of coverage areavailable in yourSummary of Additional Program Information. 'Offerexpires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase
price is $100. Rebates are for Citibank student cardmembers on tickets issued by ISE Flights only.4 The Annual Percentage Rate (APR) for purchases is 15.4% as of 1/94 and may
vary quarterly. The APR forcash advancesis 19.8%. Ifa finance charge isimposed, the minimum is 50 cents.There isan additional finance charge foreach cash advance transaction
equal to 2% of the amount of each cash advance transaction: however, it will not be less than $2.00 or greater than $10.00. Monarch ® Notes are published by Monarch
Press, a division of Simon & Schuster, a Paramount Communications Company. Used by permission of publisher. ©1994 Citibank (South Dakota), N.A. Member FDIC.
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Monarch Notes ® Version: With your
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Buzzer-Beater in Overtime
Sends Old Timers t Finas
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quarter."

Oblique gave much credit to his
teammates, and the strategies used
on both offense and defense.
"Selders did a good job of getting
I[Brussonovanksy in foul trouble, so
they had no go-to man," he added.
,"Stcvens shut down the outside
shooters."
"There was plenty of good competition," Stevens noted, "I'm
thinking about taking it up to the
varsity level." He added, "It was a
real good game, one that was uptempo.... We came through in the
clutch."
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Semifinal Action
In the semrnifinals the BSU/CC
Macis faced the Sloan Swords,
while the Old Timers squared off
with Sigma Alpha Epsilon, the
defending champs. The two games
had quite different outcomes.
In the first game, BSU/CC beat
Sloan by a score of 48-33, but the
game was actually closer than the
score indicated.
The first half was close. The
Swords stormed to an early 12-5
lead. However, the Macks answered
with a 10 run and to lead, 15-12,
at halftime. The teams traded baskets for a few minutes before
BSU/CC closed the half with a
23-18 lead.
In the second half, Sloan kept
the game close until the final minutes of the game. But they couldn't
make any baskets at that time, and
the Macks concluded with a closing
run which resulted in the final score.
BSU/CC was paced by two players: Selders scored 18 and Oblique
added 17.
Unlike the one-sided win by
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BSU, the other semifinal turned out
to be a battle to the buzzer, in which
the Old Timers prevailed over SAE,
3 8-36, in overtime.
In the early part of the first half,
the game was quite close, with SAE
appearing to be a little bit stronger,
enlisting the help of a large and
vocal crowd. Jon Beaver 596 paced
the SAE attack, causing the Old
Timers to make many mistakes, and
helping his team go up, 20-12 at
halftime.
SAE held the lead for most of
the second half, but the Old Timers
gradually inched closer, taking
advantage of many fouls by the
opponent, including two technical
fouls.
The Old Timers had chances to
go ahead and increase the gap, but
at one stretch in the half, three players went to the line and gained a single extra point.
The Old Timers managed to take
the lead at 34-33, but a foul by
Aponte sent Jon Gass '94 to the foul
line. Gass, however, missed his second free throw, leaving the score
tied.
With 11 seconds left in regulationr, Aponrte committed another foul
on Gass. This time, Gass missed the
one-and-one shot, and the regulation
ended with a 34-34 tie.
The two teams went into a threeminute overtime period. SAE went
ahead right away when Beaver spun
around to evade traffic and put the
ball through the hoop. Moments
later, Old Timer Dino De Angelis
used a fancy move of his own to tie
the score again.
In the closing moments, the Old
Timers ran the clock down, passing
the ball back and forth. Childs was
open in the final moments of the

SwimTmers Perform
Well in Relay Teams
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Swimming, from Page 20
the relay events. The team of Lathi,
Steve Chan '95, Lau, and Joe Kurtz
'96 placed 6th in the 200-yard
freestyle

relay (:29.59).

Harner,

Achtem, Lathi, and Lau were 5th in
the 400-yard freestyle relay
(3:14.16), while Hamer, Dye, Kurtz,
and Achtem also finished 5th in the
800-yard freestyle relay (7:11.12).

In the 200-yard medley relay, the
team of Peter Berger '97, Lathi,
Kurz, and Lau was 7th (1:40.97).
The remaining swimmers on the
MIT team, Brodie Hynes '96,
Randy -fang '97, David Chatwin
'97, and Sherrif Ibrahim '96 also
swam very well, establishing personal best times and swimming in
the final evening heats during the
Championships.
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Zeta Psi
Mes
Foul
a
i;;Comeback Fall Short

game, received a pass, and sneaked
up to the side of the hoop. Before
anyone could guard him, he released
the 15-foot jumper, which fell
cleanly through the hoop, right
before the sound of the buzzer.
Beaver provided the top scoring
performance, with 16 points. Interestingly, the Old Timers were able
to win without anyone scoring in
double figures. Aponte led the team
with 8 points, followed by De
Angelis, who had 7.

__

\W/ho was the first female
graduate of /IT and
in what year did she
receive her degree
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Cut the price of 'your Brass Rat in half by being the
first to correctly answer all four trivia questions that
have appeared in JThe Tech. Send your answers to

atheibelmit.e du.

Earlier Rounds
In the first round of the playoffs,
BSU defeated the Chemical Engineering Department team quite easily. Sloan, meanwhile, was tied with
Theta Delta Chi with one minute to
go, but scored seven unanswered
points to win, 47-40. On the other
half of the draw, SAE convincingly
defeated Beta Theta Pi, while the
Old Timers eliminated Delta Kappa
Epsilon.

I
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TODAY,
Tuesday 1March 8th
thru

FridayMArch llth,
1:00 PMto 6:00 PM
3rd Floor Student Ceter (Tuenty Cimnys).
I

Call T.CA at x3-4885for more infomwntion.
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Fresh, funny, and funky as
Well as Useful."- Boston Globe
The Berkeley Guides are the new budget travelers' handbooks that tell you everything you
need to know about traveling when you're
strapped for cash but ripe for adventurefrom cheap eats and sleeps to off-beat
no money.
things
r to do for little or
Researched, written, and
ajK, isi 7af
IS:aI
h 'k liA
4
edited by Berkeley students
in cooperation with the
Associated Students of the
University of California, the
guides are packed full of
irreverent insights, insiders'
tips, and 3 times more maps
than similar guides.
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Brimming
with useful
information."
-Phila.
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At bookstores everywhere,
or call 24 hours
1-800-533-6478
(and mention #019-01-64)
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the 1994 Spring Blood Drive

the Zete Devils fought back. With
14 seconds left, Zete made a threepointer, cutting the DU lead to
three. After calling a time out, DU
player Jeff Ma '94 was fouled. Ma
went on to sink both free throws,
sealing the game for his team.

BY POPULSARP
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Tne Technology Communnity Assrociation
and T ne Amnericn Red Cross
present

-M.l.Z STUENT SPECIAL
EXrENDE
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:1,B-League, from Page 20

offense started making more baskets. Offensive rebounds by Dave
Brandenberger '95 and drives by
Same Pearlman '96 contributed
greatly to the effort.
DU led by 11 at one point, but
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LOUK FOR THE '94 BERKELEY "You Cant See
the Forest f Thwre Aren't Any Trees"
protmion at a bookstore near you!
Jo
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Record; Team Finishes 8th
By Ognen J. Nastov
STAFF REPORTER

HELEN M. UN-THE TECH

Shelia Rocchio '97 performs on the balance beam during a
competition at the Division III Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference Championships at Du Pont Gymnasium Saturday.
L

F
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The men's swimming and diving
team ended its season by placing a
solid eighth at the Division III New
England Championships held on
Feb. 25-27 at Bowdoin College,
Maine. The Engineers, with 13
swimmersband no divers, scored a
total of 321.5 points. There were
about 20 teams at the championships.
"While placing eighth, our team
showed a great deal of improvement, enthusiasm, and team spirit,
and performed as one of the highest
scoring teams at the Championships," said head coach John
Benedick.
"Our team had a number of new
people, and these championships
gave them a valuable experience in
swimming fast," said tri-captain Ted
Achtem '95.
"We graduated a lot of big guns
last year, so we didn't have the big
points at these Championships,"
said Benedick.
_-

,-

"Nevertheless, the returning
1994-95 team has a solid core to
build another powerful team for
next year's New England Championships," Benedick said.
Achtem qualifies for nationals
The hero of the three-day meet
was Ted Achtem. He captured a
close second place in the 200-yard
backstroke, in an exceptional time
of 1:54.36 that broke his own MIT
record from 1993 by almost two
seconds. This qualified him for the
NCAA Division III National Championships B-cuts.
In the gruesome 400-yard individual medley, Achtem continued
his record-breaking performance by
placing second again (4:08.51),
while lowering his own Institute
record from 1993 by 2.42 seconds.
Brian Dye '96 and tri-captain Alan
Liu '94 were llth (4:i 7.75) and
15th (4:27.07) respectively in the
same event.
"I am very pleased with how I
swam my races," Achtem said. "The
.- ,-
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resting and tapering regime worked
out well."
The MIT swimmers continued
with excellent performances in the
remaining individual medley events,
in contrast to MIT's 1993 team
which dominated the freestyle
events last year. Achtem (54.89)
and tri-captain Vijay Lathi '94
(55.88) placed 3rd and 8th in the
100-yard individual medley, while
Lathi (1:59.39) and Dye (2.03 83)
captured 7th and 15th in the 200yard individual medley.
Dye turned in a solid 6th place
performance in his specialty event,
the 200-yard breaststroke (2:13.65).
Veteran swimmer Christian Hamer
'94, despite shoulder problems propelled to a 7th place finish in the
200-yard freestyle (1:46.04). In the
50-yard freestyle, Matt Lau '97
captured 15th place. Meanwhile,
Liu was 15th in the 200-yard butterfly.
The Engineers performed well in
Swimming, Page 19
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BSU/CC C aptures IM A -league Basketball Title
By Thomas Kettler
and Daniel Wang
I

STAFF REPORTERS

The intramural A-league basketball season came to an exciting close Sunday as the
Black Student Union/Chocolate City Macks
dominated the Old Timers, 53-45.
The Old Times, an independent team of
mostly alumni, had been undefeated up to
that point, which included the dethronement
of defending champions Sigma Alpha
Epsilon in the semifinals.
The IM sports - including teams from
living groups, departments, and student
activities - are divided into four leagues.
The finals were contested in 7-minute
quarters, instead of the usual 12-minute
halves. Each of the four quarters was packed
with action.
The Macks started out with trouble
making baskets, and this allowed the Old
Timers to take the early lead. However, the
Macks made some adjustments, and ran up
an 11-2 lead. The Old Timers responded
late in the quarter, with two baskets to
make the score 11-6. Throughout the quar-

ter, the Old Timers faced a pressing
defense, which forced them to take a number of wild shots.
Both sides began to play more aggressively; a BSU player even ripped the shirt of
Old Timer Norm Sun G. Despite that, Sun
held the ball in the closing seconds, running
the clock down, before sinking a three-point
field goal at the buzzer.
In the second quarter, the Old Timers
started with the lead, but their opponents
soon took over. Sergei Brussonovansky '92
made a three-pointer to put the Old Timers
up, 20-19, only to see the lead disappear
when Derek Stevens '97 canned two free
throws after being fouled.

After Stevens scored his two points, the
Macks slowly built their lead, taking advantage of numerous fouls. BSU/CC had a large
enthusiastic following in attendance, who
cheered its players on. Right before the end
of the second quarter, Stevens attempted a
wild shot from almost the full length of the
court. The shot barely missed, bouncing off
the back of the rim, but the Macks still lead
at halftime, 29-24.

Both teams stepped up their level of play
in the second half. Midway through the third
quarter, the lead changed sides once again.
BSU had led 32-26 before the Old Timers
went on a 10-0 run, aided by valuable goals
by Mike Aponte '94.
Although BSU tied the game at 37-37
when Robert Selders G scored off of a
rebound, the Old Timers went on to maintain control in the rest of the quarter. F-he
Old Timers regained the lead wh6n Jim
Childs G'converted a steal into an easy basket. The Old Timers led 41-37 going into
the fourth quarter.
The final quarter turned out to be the
most eventful one, as the Macks fought for
the lead, captured it, and never lost it. The
man-to-man defense they employed continued to force many errors from the Old
Timers.
Selders helped his team tie the score at
43-43 with a fadeaway shot. The Old
Timers had many opportunities to score, but
threw some valuable passes away. With the
score still tied, Mike Aponte '94 was fouled
and sent to the free throw line, only to air-

ball both of his shots.
Interestingly, BSU went up by sinking
free throws. Moments after Aponte's misses,
Ike Oblique went to the line and added two
more points. Oblique then scored the next
field by draining a three-pointer to bring the
score to 48-43.
The Old Timers continued to struggle
and made only one more basket. The Macks
added a few more points to ice off the victory, with the final score 53-45, earning their
second title in three years.
High scorers in the game were Oblique
with 24 points and Selders with 14. For the
Old Timers, Aponte was the leading scorer,
with 12 points.
After the game, Norm Sun commented,
"Turnovers killed us. We were outplayed.
We didn't shoot free throws well enough."
On the other side, BSU/CC players had
much to say. Oblique gave much credit to
his teammates and the strategies used. "They
[Old Timers] played well," Oblique said.
"They had us scared going into the fourth
A-League, Page 19
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By Thomas Kettler
and Daniel Wang

ampins

but Onyx player Marlon Buchanan
'96 made a field goal to finish the
half at 14-13.
Onyx lost its final lead of the
game five minutes into the second
half, when DU Charles Clay '95

STAFF REPORTERS

The intramural B-league basketball season drew to a close last Sunday, with the conclusion of the playoffs. Sixteen of the best teams, most
of which were undefeated, all gathered into an elite field to compete
for the title.
While the B-league is a lower
level than the A-league, the games
are no less filled with excitement.
This tournament featured some
blowouts and some down-to-thewire contests. In the end, Delta
Upsilon emerged as the champions,
successfully defending their title
from last year by beating New
House II Onyx by a score of 40-33.
In a fairly slow first half, Onyx
took an early lead of 12-8 with two
minutes to play in the half. The DU
Ducks scored the next five points,

made a field goal, closing New
House II's lead to 22-21. Raj Jindal
'95 put the Ducks ahead with a
three-pointer at the midpoint of the
half Still, New House II kept a close
game and were only three points
behind when Ducks player N'Gai D.
Merrill G made a field goal with 28
seconds left. However, DU closed
out the scoring with four free throws
to give the final score, 40-33.

Manager Jeff Ma '94 commented, it's te second year in a row
that we've won. We won our last 14
games. ... They [New House II
Onyx] played a good game but our
defense was too tough."
In the first game New House II

UPCOMING HOME EVENTS
Wednesday, March 9
Men's Lacrosse vs. Dean College, 3:30 p.m.
All event times, dates, and locations are subject to change
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Onyx dominated Eric Schmidt by a
score of 55-26. The first half ended
at 16-11 and was much closer than
the second. But in the second half
New House II cruised to victory.
New House II got a lead of 10
with their pressing defense which
rattled Eric Schmidt and generated
turnovers. In the closing minutes
Eric Schmidt was forced to foul to
stop the clock but that failed to
work as New House II shot the
resulting free throws generated on
the 1-1 opportunities.
Onyx was led by Merrill who
had 19 points, 15 from the free
throw line. He was aided by Marlon
Buchanan '96 with 14 and Mico
Perales Gwith 13.
That same night, after the game
between Onyx and Eric Schmidt,
Delta Upsilon and Zeta Psi took to
the floor. These two teams had a
closer match than the other semifi-

nal, with the DU Ducks prevailing.
DU did not shoot too well in the
first half, but made up for it with
tough man-to-man defense. At halftime, DU led 7-4.
In the second half, the defense
continued the press, while the
B-League, Page 19

MITBoxers Face
Westfield, Untrained
To Fight Southpaws
By Brendan Bellew
TEAM MEMBER

The MIT boxing club fought at
the Westfield State College Invitational Scrimmage this past Saturday. Boxing Coach Colonel
Mahadevan Kandiah, cornerwoman
Ramya Rajakumar, and boxers
Brendan Beliew G and Pavel Volfbeyn G, represented MIT's 15-man,
5-woman squad at the event.
MIT's most powerful boxer,
Volfbeyn, weighing in at 156
pounds, was matched with veteran
I^^-.Q- ^.-, 1 „.
-L __.,
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uoxer
anu southpaw
oSateve King
of

Westfield State in the light middleweight category. At first, Volfbeyn had some trouble adapting to
his left-handed opponent. In the second round, however, Volfbeyn came
back with a vengeance and had
King on the run. During the third
round, both boxers fought hard,
with King throwing many hooks.
Volfbeyn used his consummate infighting skills to penetrate his opponent's defenses, then let loose with
a barrage of crosses and uppercuts.
Bellew, president of the MIT

boxing club, 139, was matched with
police recruit Dave Mahoney of
Westfield State, another southpaw.
Mahoney threw some hard left
crosses, but Bellew took advantage
of his longer reach and used stinging left jabs against his shorter,
stockier opponent.
Neither Volfbeyn nor Beiilew,
both orthodox fighters, had ever
fought a left-handed opponent in
competition before; both felt they
could have been better prepared to
fight lefties. They departed Westfield determi-nned to improve their
technique against sinister foes.
After the bouts Coach Kandiah
commended the two boxers on their
fitness and technique. He hastened
to add that the two could benefit
from more rounds of sparring and a
greater variety of sparring partners.
Colonel Kandiah is a former Sri
Lankan Bantamweight Champion
and a former Coach of the Sri
Lankan National and Olympic boxing teams. The MIT Boxing Club
practices five days a week in Du
Pont Gymnasium.

